BOARD OF DIRECTORS WORKSHOP MEETING
Friday, September 22, 2017
9:00 AM
NOTE MEETING TIME, DATE, AND LOCATION
VTA Auditorium
3331 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95134

WORKSHOP AGENDA
To help you better understand, follow, and participate in the meeting, the following information
is provided:


Persons wishing to address the Board of Directors on any item on the agenda or not on
the agenda are requested to complete a blue card located at the public information table
and hand it to the Board Secretary staff prior to the meeting or before the item is heard.



Speakers will be called to address the Board when their agenda item(s) arise during the
meeting and are asked to limit their comments to 2 minutes. The amount of time allocated
to speakers may vary at the Chairperson's discretion depending on the number of
speakers and length of the agenda. If presenting handout materials, please provide 25
copies to the Board Secretary for distribution to the Board of Directors.



All reports for items on the open meeting agenda are available for review in the Board
Secretary’s Office, 3331 North First Street, San Jose, California, (408) 321-5680, the
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday prior to the meeting. This information is available on
our website, www.vta.org, and also at the meeting. Any document distributed less than
72-hours prior to the meeting will also be made available to the public at the time of
distribution. Copies of items provided by members of the public at the meeting will be
made available following the meeting upon request.

WORKSHOP AGENDA
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Friday, September 22, 2017

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, VTA will make reasonable arrangements to ensure meaningful access to its
meetings for persons who have disabilities and for persons with limited English proficiency
who need translation and interpretation services. Individuals requiring ADA accommodations
should notify the Board Secretary’s Office at least 48-hours prior to the meeting. Individuals
requiring language assistance should notify the Board Secretary’s Office at least 72-hours prior
to the meeting.
The Board Secretary may be contacted at (408) 321-5680 or *e-mail:
board.secretary@vta.org or (408) 321-2330 (TTY only). VTA’s home page is on the web at:
www.vta.org or visit us on Facebook at: www.facebook.com/scvta. (408) 321-2300: 中文 /
Español / 日本語 / 한국어 / tiếng Việt / Tagalog.
NOTE: THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MAY ACCEPT, REJECT OR MODIFY
ANY ACTION RECOMMENDED ON THIS AGENDA.

3331 N First St., San Jose, California is served by bus lines 58 and Light Rail.
For trip planning information, contact our Customer Service Department at (408) 321-2300
between the hours of 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on
Saturday. Schedule information is also available on our website, www.vta.org.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Friday, September 22, 2017

1. CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
1.1

ROLL CALL

2. PUBLIC COMMENT
This portion of the meeting is reserved for persons desiring to address the Board of
Directors on any item within the Board's jurisdiction. Speakers are limited to 2 minutes.
The law does not permit Board action or extended discussion of any item not on the agenda
except under special circumstances. If Board action is requested, the matter can be placed on
a subsequent agenda. All statements that require a response will be referred to staff for reply
in writing.

3. WORKSHOP ITEMS
3.1.

INFORMATION ITEM - Receive draft recommendation of BART Silicon Valley
Phase II Options.
A. Station Options
B. Tunneling Methodology Options
 Technical Studies Overview
 Risk Assessment Overview
 Comparative Analysis

4. OTHER ITEMS
4.1.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

5. ADJOURN
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Date:
Current Meeting:
Board Meeting:

September 18, 2017
September 22, 2017
September 22, 2017

BOARD MEMORANDUM
TO:

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority
Board of Directors

THROUGH:

General Manager, Nuria I. Fernandez

FROM:

Director - Engr & Transp Program Dev., Carolyn M. Gonot

SUBJECT:

Recommended Options for VTA’s BART Silicon Valley Phase II Project
Description
FOR INFORMATION ONLY

BACKGROUND:
Beginning in 2015, VTA began critical activities to move VTA’s BART Silicon Valley Phase II
Extension Project towards completion. In January 2015, VTA initiated updates to the project’s
previous State and Federal environmental documents. These updates were required because
several years have passed since prior documents were approved, background conditions have
changed, and new options were to be evaluated.
In December 2015, VTA submitted application materials to enter the Project Development Phase
of the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) New Starts Capital Investment Grant Program.
VTA’s application was accepted in March 2016. Within two years of entering Project
Development the Federal environmental process must be completed, which includes activities
relating to the selection of an alternative and options for the final environmental project
description.
In late 2016/early 2017, the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement/Subsequent
Environmental Impact Report (SEIS/SEIR) was circulated for public comment in accordance
with state and federal requirements. The following options were considered and evaluated in the
Draft SEIS/SEIR:
Downtown San Jose Station Location Options
 Downtown San Jose Station East (E. Santa Clara Street, between 2nd and 7th Streets)
 Downtown San Jose Station West (E. Santa Clara Street, between Market and 4th Streets)
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Diridon Station Location Options
 Diridon Station North (directly south of W. Santa Clara Street, across from SAP Center)
 Diridon Station South (approximately 200 feet south of W. Santa Clara Street, across
from SAP Center)
Tunneling Methodology Options
 BART tunnel alignment in a single-bore configuration
 BART tunnel alignment in a twin-bore configuration
At the conclusion of a 68-day comment period, VTA received more than 850 comments from the
general public, stakeholders, and local, regional, and state agencies. Staff has developed
responses to comments, conducted additional analysis, and completed technical studies to further
evaluate options under consideration.
The Final SEIS/SEIR is scheduled to be released in late 2017 and certified by VTA’s Board of
Directors in early 2018. Prior to certifying the document, the Board of Directors will be asked to
take action on the selection and approval of options recommended for inclusion in the Final
SEIS/SEIR at their October 5, 2017 meeting.
DISCUSSION:
Below is a description of the evaluation approach for the station location options and the
tunneling methodology options. Attachment A (station location options comparison summary)
and Attachment B (tunneling methodology options comparison summary) use the criteria that
were considered by the Board of Directors at the August 25, 2017 Board of Directors Workshop
to categorize the various areas of consideration. These attachments summarize the evaluation
used to determine the staff recommendations. The evaluation of options for the Downtown San
Jose and Diridon station locations, and tunneling methodology was based on qualitative and
quantitative criteria. Additional criteria suggested by Board members at the workshop have been
included as evaluation criteria or were previously included within existing criteria.
Station Location Option Evaluation Approach
Considerations for station location options included the impacts of cut-and-cover construction in
the public right-of-way, impacts to existing infrastructure, utility relocations, and planned
developments in the vicinity of the stations or alignment.
Station location options were evaluated based on the following:
 Connectivity (how well passengers could connect to key transit connections and
employment centers)
 Economic development (potential to revitalize or spur development, maximize transit
oriented development, and reinforce or create a sense of place)
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 Impacts to historic resources
 Project ridership
 Cost
Tunneling Methodology Evaluation Approach
Staff began reviewing project plans to look for opportunities to minimize impacts to streets and
underground utilities caused by cut-and-cover construction. Studying advances made in the
tunneling industry since completing engineering on the twin-bore tunnel in 2008, staff reviewed
the feasibility of a single-bore tunneling methodology in 2015. In 2016, VTA initiated additional
technical studies after the feasibility study to develop concepts for a single-bore design and
analyze key areas of the tunnel and station system, including ventilation, and emergency
passenger egress and access. The scope of these studies focused on critical areas that BART
expressed interest in after the feasibility study. Attachment C is the executive summary for the
Single-Bore Tunnel Technical Studies completed in 2016. In addition, VTA elected to include
both twin-bore and single-bore tunnel construction approaches in the environmental impact
documents after consultation with FTA.
After the technical studies, staff decided to conduct an independent risk assessment to aid in the
decision-making process. The risk assessment systematically and comprehensively evaluates
risks associated with overall project cost, schedule, constructability and operability. To perform
the analytical comparison of risk associated with each tunnel methodology, VTA selected Aldea
Services, Inc. through a Request for Proposals process to conduct the independent analysis.
Attachment D is the executive summary for the recently completed Independent Tunneling
Methodology Risk Assessment.
In addition to the Single-Bore Tunneling Feasibility Study, Single-Bore Tunnel Technical
Studies, and the Independent Tunneling Methodology Risk Assessment, numerous meetings were
held with key BART departments, City of San Jose departments, California Public Utilities
Commission representatives, Federal Transit Administration, police and fire agencies, and the
engineering teams that developed the designs for the twin-bore and single-bore tunnels.
VTA, BART, and City of San Jose representatives also toured Barcelona’s Line 9 metro system
to understand lessons learned and experience the system’s operations. The Line 9 metro system
is the only operating single-bore transit system that has running track and station platforms
within a single-bore tunnel.
To aid in the summary of the comparison of tunneling methodology options, the following areas
of evaluation were used:
 Constructability (impacts of cut-and-cover construction in the public right-of-way,
impacts to existing infrastructure, utility relocations, and planned developments in the
vicinity of the stations or alignment)
 Economic development (potential to revitalize or spur development, maximize transit
oriented development, and reinforce or create a sense of place)
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 Impacts to historic resources
 System operations (passenger loading standards, emergency egress, operational
efficiency, ventilation design, etc.)
 Cost
 Passenger experience (vertical circulation, distances from station entry to train platforms,
station openness, etc.)
Proposed Staff Recommendations
After evaluation of each option based on criteria included in attachments A and B, as well as the
findings of technical studies, the independent risk assessment, stakeholder input and
environmental considerations, staff is proposing the following staff recommendations:
Downtown San Jose Station Location Options
 Downtown San Jose Station East (E. Santa Clara Street, between 2nd and 7th Streets)
 Downtown San Jose Station West (E. Santa Clara Street, between Market and 4th Streets)
Staff Recommendation: Downtown San Jose Station West Option
The Downtown San Jose Station West Option would provide long-term revitalization of the
downtown core and maximize high-density developable square footage and transit-oriented
development beyond what is proposed in the project. This option would also provide
excellent transit connectivity and avoid conflict with the existing San Jose City Hall parking
garage and planned SJSC Towers development. Although the most difficult challenges for
the West Option would be the significant temporary construction impacts to VTA’s light rail
and bus operations during construction if the Twin-Bore Option is selected, VTA would
implement a Construction Transportation Management Plan and an extensive outreach
program to minimize disruption to service and inconvenience to customers. Additionally, the
long-term benefits of greater connectivity would far outweigh the short-term construction
impacts if the twin-bore methodology is selected. Under the Twin-Bore Option, the costs for
utility relocations, subsurface easements, infrastructure impacts, and traffic mitigations for
the West Option would be higher than the East Option, but when compared to the cost
associated with the need to acquire a large parcel for a primary station entrance and
construction staging area for East Option, the overall costs for West Option are not
significantly different that the East Option.
Diridon Station Location Options
 Diridon Station North (directly south of W. Santa Clara Street, across from SAP Center)
 Diridon Station South (approximately 200 feet south of W. Santa Clara Street, across
from SAP Center)
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Staff Recommendation: Diridon Station North
The Diridon Station North Option would maximize development potential and flexibility by
consolidating transit infrastructure closest to Santa Clara Street, leaving the remaining parcel
areas for development, and avoiding conflict with the planned Delmas development project.
This option would also provide opportunities to reduce impacts to parking during
construction. The North Option, located partially under the Caltrain tracks, would require
complex construction techniques in order to maintain Caltrain service during construction if
the twin-bore methodology is selected. Even with this complexity and additional cost of
roughly $50 million more than the Diridon Station South Option, having an integrated
intermodal facility would be very valuable.
The staff recommendation is Diridon Station North Option. However, the Diridon Station
South Option remains a viable option should changes occur with currently approved
development plans and other planning assumptions in the area. The Diridon Station South
Option was environmentally cleared in prior environmental documents.
Tunneling Methodology Options
 BART tunnel alignment in a single-bore configuration
 BART tunnel alignment in a twin-bore configuration
Staff Recommendation: Staff will present a recommendation for tunneling methodology
options at the September 22, 2017 VTA Board of Directors Workshop.
Prepared By: Kevin Kurimoto
Memo No. 6217
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Attachment A
BART SILICON VALLEY PHASE II- STATION OPTIONS

Downtown San Jose Station Location Options
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: WEST OPTION

Downtown
San Jose Station
West Option
The station would be
located beneath E. Santa
Clara Street, between
Market and 4th streets.
The station location
would remain the same
under either tunneling
configuration. However,
station entrance locations
would vary.

Downtown
San Jose Station
East Option
The station would be
located beneath E. Santa
Clara Street, between 7th
and 2nd streets. The
station location would
remain the same under
either tunneling
configuration. However,
station entrance locations
would vary.
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West Option

East Option

Station entrances, including station agent booths,
ticket vending machines, fare gates, and vertical
circulation elements (e.g. elevators, escalators, and
stairs) would be constructed on off-street parcels with
cut-and-cover construction. The secondary entrance
would be constructed on the plaza of San Jose City
Hall, requiring removal of a large portion of the
building’s underground parking.

Construction
Impacts

With cut-and-cover construction of the station
entrances taking place off-street, there would be
reduced impacts to automobile traffic and bicycle and
pedestrian routes due to closures or detours of street
lanes and sidewalks.

With cut-and-cover construction of the station
entrances taking place off-street, there would be
reduced impacts to automobile traffic and bicycle and
pedestrian routes due to closures or detours of street
lanes and sidewalks.

The West Option would require a greater level of
effort for the mitigation measures to protect historic
architectural resources as compared to the East
Option.

The East Option would require a reduced level of
effort for the mitigation measures to protect historic
architectural resources as compared to the West
Option.

Construction
Method

Station entrances, including station agent booths,
ticket vending machines, fare gates, and vertical
circulation elements (e.g. elevators, escalators, and
stairs) would be constructed on off-street parcels with
cut-and-cover construction. The primary entrance
would be located on a block that is primarily owned
by VTA.

Cultural
Resources

Constructability - Single-Bore Option

Construction Method

Constructability - Twin-Bore Option
The station and crossover box would be constructed
with cut-and-cover construction, excavating ground
material from street level down to the depth of the
station or structure. The excavated area would be
covered (or decked) in sections to allow for surface
activities to resume as station excavation and
construction continues below ground. As construction
is completed below ground, the area above the station
would be backfilled for surface level activities to
return to existing conditions.

The station and crossover box would be constructed
with cut-and-cover construction, excavating ground
material from street level down to the depth of the
station or structure. The excavated area would be
covered (or decked) in sections to allow for surface
activities to resume as station excavation and
construction continues below ground. As construction
is completed below ground, the area above the station
would be backfilled for surface level activities to
return to existing conditions.
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West Option

East Option

Construction Impacts

Cut-and-cover construction would require relocation
of public and private utilities. The light rail system
and bus routes would be extensively impacted and
operations would be altered, including the temporary
closure of stations and sections of track, potential
single tracking of service, and use of buses to bridge
service gaps. Bus stops and on-street automobile
parking in the vicinity of the station and crossover
box would be relocated and bus routes rerouted
during the construction period.

Cut-and-cover construction would require relocation
of public and private utilities. Bus stops and on-street
parking in the vicinity of the station and crossover
box would be relocated and bus routes rerouted
during the construction period.

Cultural
Resources

Attachment A

The West Option would require a greater level of
effort for the mitigation measures to protect historic
architectural resources as compared to the East
Option.

The East Option would require a reduced level of
effort for the mitigation measures to protect historic
architectural resources as compared to the West
Option.

Infrastructure
Impacts

The East Option is located directly adjacent to a
parcel that is the approved and entitled SJSC Towers
project. Under the Twin-Bore Option, the elevation
of the BART Extension tunnels would be impacted
by the development’s construction. Additionally, the
cut-and-cover construction at this location would
impact the residents of this future high-rise structure.

Connectivity

Connectivity
Provides a direct connection to key VTA bus and
light rail transfer points in the downtown core.
Provides good access to the downtown’s
employment center west of the downtown core, and
San Jose City Hall, and San Jose State University
east of the downtown core.

Provides an adequate connection to key VTA bus
and light rail transfer points in the downtown core
and adequate access to downtown’s western
employment center. Provides direct access to San
Jose City Hall and San Jose State University.

Twin-Bore Option

Single-Bore
Option

Economic Development
It is anticipated the Downtown San Jose West Option
would provide long-term revitalization of the
downtown core and maximize developable square
footage and Transit Oriented Development, beyond
what is proposed in the project, in the surrounding
area, offering significant opportunities to reinforce a
sense of place, and strengthen retail corridors in the
historic core.

It is anticipated that the Downtown San Jose East
Option would spur long-term development to the
east, stretching the downtown core. This option
provides opportunities to activate City Hall’s plaza
and redevelop some sites, but overall provides less
developable square footage and Transit Oriented
Development opportunity, beyond what is proposed
in the project, in the surrounding area than the West
Option.

Similar benefits are anticipated, however cut-andcover construction would have near-term
construction impacts for businesses and other
entities.

Similar benefits are anticipated, however this option
is located directly adjacent to a parcel that is the
approved and entitled SJSC Towers project. Under
the Twin-Bore Option, the elevation of the BART
Extension tunnels would be impacted by the
development’s construction. Additionally, the cutand-cover construction at this location would impact
the residents of this future high-rise structure.
3
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West Option

East Option

Ridership

Project Ridership
Regional rail walking catchment areas are wider than
those of local transit. Ridership is neutral for both
options.

Regional rail walking catchment areas are wider than
those of local transit. Ridership is neutral for both
options.

Construction
Staging Areas

For the Twin-Bore Option, when compared to the
east option, potentially more utilities would need to
be relocated.

For the Twin-Bore Option, impacts to VTA light rail
and bus operations have been included in the project
estimates. Costs associated with traffic detours due
to the construction of the station and crossover cutand-cover box have also been included in the project
estimate.

Costs associated with traffic detours due to the
construction of the station and crossover cut-andcover box have been included in the project estimate.

The Downtown San Jose West Option with the
Twin-Bore Option has been developed to
Conceptual/Preliminary Engineering level. The
station arrangement needs to be finalized before
development of engineering documents. An
advanced conceptual layout has been developed for
the Downtown San Jose Station West Option in the
single-bore configuration. This concept needs to be
developed further.

A conceptual layout of the Downtown San Jose
Station East Option, for both the Twin-Bore and
Single-Bore Options, has been developed. These
concepts needs to be developed further.

Engineering

VTA owns the major construction staging area
identified for this option.

Utility
Relocations

For the Twin-Bore Option, costs associated with the
impacts to VTA light rail and bus systems have been
included in the project estimates.
For the Single-Bore Option, order of magnitude costs
associated with protecting historic architectural
resources during construction are included in the
project estimate.
For the Twin-Bore Option, costs associated with
acquisition of sub-surface easements along and in the
vicinity of the station box and crossover have been
included in the project estimate.

Traffic Impacts/
Mitigation

Sub-surface
Easements

Infrastructure
Impacts

Cost

VTA owns the major construction staging area
identified for this option. New Construction Staging
Area closer to the construction identified in our
planning documents needs to be acquired.
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Diridon Station Location Options
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: DIRIDON STATION NORTH*

Diridon Station
North Option
The station would be located
across from SAP Center,
directly south of W. Santa
Clara Street. Under the twinbore configuration, the station
would be located between
Autumn Street and the
Caltrain corridor. Under the
Single-Bore Option, the
station would be located
between Autumn and White
streets.

Diridon Station
South Option
The station would be located
across from SAP Center,
approximately 200 feet south
of W. Santa Clara Street, and
between Los Gatos Creek and
the Caltrain corridor. The
station location would remain
the same under either
tunneling configuration.
However, station entrances
would vary.
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South Option

North Option

Infrastructure
Impacts

Construction Impacts

Construction
Method

Constructability - Single-Bore Option
Station entrances, including station agent booths,
ticket vending machines, fare gates, and vertical
circulation elements (e.g. elevators, escalators, and
stairs) would be constructed on off-street parcels
with cut-and-cover construction. Entrances would be
located on parcels that are publicly owned.

Station entrances, including station agent booths,
ticket vending machines, fare gates, and vertical
circulation elements (e.g. elevators, escalators, and
stairs) would be constructed on off-street parcels
with cut-and-cover construction. Entrances would be
located on parcels that are publicly owned.

With cut-and-cover construction taking place offstreet, there would be reduced impacts to automobile
traffic and bicycle and pedestrian routes due to
closures or detours of street lanes and sidewalks.

With cut-and-cover construction taking place offstreet, there would be reduced impacts to automobile
traffic and bicycle and pedestrian routes due to
closures or detours of street lanes and sidewalks.

Although cut-and-cover construction would take
place off-street, the main construction activities
would take place in the heart of the developable
parcels in the Diridon Station area.

The station entrances would be constructed offstreet, adjacent to W. Santa Clara Street. While still
impacting the developable parcels in the Diridon
Station area, this option potentially provides some
flexibility with regard to construction coordination
with other projects.

The project alignment traverses beneath parcels that
have the approved and entitled Delmas project. The
permanent effects of the development’s construction,
render this option in its current design infeasible.
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South Option

North Option

Infrastructure
Impacts

Construction Impacts

Construction Method

Constructability - Twin-Bore Option
The station would be constructed with cut-and-cover
construction in both on and off-street locations. Cutand-cover construction excavates ground material
from street level down to the depth of the station. In
public right-of-way areas, the excavated area is then
covered (or decked) in sections to allow for surface
activities to resume as station construction continues
below ground. As construction is completed below
ground, the area above the station is backfilled for
surface level activities to return to existing conditions.

The station would be constructed with cut-and-cover
construction in both on and off-street locations. Cutand-cover construction excavates ground material
from street level down to the depth of the station. In
public right-of-way areas, the excavated area is then
covered (or decked) in sections to allow for surface
activities to resume as station construction continues
below ground. As construction is completed below
ground, the area above the station is backfilled for
surface level activities to return to existing conditions.

Several construction techniques have been developed,
and will need to be further refined during the
engineering phase, for construction of the portion of
station box below the Caltrain guideway to minimize
impacts to Caltrain operations.
Cut-and-cover construction would require relocation
Cut-and-cover construction would require relocation
of public and private utilities. Bus stops and transit
of public and private utilities. Bus stops and transit
patron automobile parking in the vicinity of the station patron automobile parking in the vicinity of the station
would be relocated during the construction period.
would be relocated during the construction period.
Cut-and-cover construction would take place on-street
and off-street, adjacent to W. Santa Clara Street. As
with the Single-Bore Option, the developable parcels
in the Diridon Station area would still be impacted,
but the option also potentially provides some
flexibility with regard to construction coordination
with other projects.
The project alignment for the South Option traverses
beneath parcels that are associated with the approved
and entitled Delmas project. The permanent effects of
the development’s construction, would render this
option in its current design infeasible if the project
moves forward as planned.

Connectivity

Connectivity
Current planning assumptions for intermodal
transportation facilities at Diridon Station include
options that would provide excellent connectivity with
both the Diridon North and South options.

Current planning assumptions for intermodal
transportation facilities at Diridon Station include
options that would provide excellent connectivity with
both the Diridon North and South options.
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South Option

North Option

Economic
Development

Economic Development
Long-term, economic benefits are anticipated to be
neutral with the Diridon Station North Option.
However, near-term, constructing the station in the
heart of developable parcels would have a greater
impact on the timing of development.

Locating the station to the northern-most area of
parcels fronting W. Santa Clara Street would provide
near-term benefits to the implementation of area
development plans, based on construction timing,
parcel availability, and needs for construction staging
areas. Long-term, economic benefits are assumed to
be neutral with the Diridon Station South Option.

Project
Ridership

Project Ridership
Regional rail walking catchment areas are wider than
those of local transit. Ridership is neutral for both
options.

Regional rail walking catchment areas are wider than
those of local transit. Ridership is neutral for both
options.

Cost

Sub-surface
Easements

The easement requirements are neutral for both
options

The easement requirements are neutral for both
options

Construction
Staging Areas

Infrastructure
Impacts

The Diridon North Station in the Twin-Bore Option is
expected to cost about $50m over the South Option
due to the station alignment that is partially under the
Caltrain guideway.

The Construction Staging Area requirements are
neutral for both options

The Construction Staging Area requirements are
neutral for both options

Traffic
Impacts

Utility
Relocations

Some potential additional utilities, along Santa Clara
Street, may need to be relocated for the Diridon North
Station in the Twin-Bore Option.

Construction of the South Option would result in
significant impacts to vehicular traffic, bicyclists,
and pedestrians.

Some intermittent sidewalk and bike lane closures for
the Diridon North Station in the Twin-Bore Option.
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Engineering

South Option

North Option

The Diridon Station South Option with the Twin-Bore
Option has been developed to Preliminary
Engineering level. The station arrangement needs to
be finalized before development of engineering
documents. A conceptual layout has been developed
for the Diridon South station option in the single-bore
configuration. This concept needs to be developed
further.

A conceptual layout of the Diridon Station North
Option in the Twin-Bore Option has been developed.
A conceptual layout has been developed for the
Diridon North station option in the single-bore
configuration. These concepts needs to be developed
further.

*The staff recommendation is Diridon Station North Option. However, Diridon Station South Option remains a
viable option should changes occur with currently approved development plans and other planning assumptions in
the area. The Diridon Station South option has been included in the BART Silicon Valley project description that
has previously been environmentally cleared.
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Description

BART SILICON VALLEY PHASE II- TUNNEL OPTIONS

Twin-Bore Configuration

Single-Bore Configuration

Station

Station

Two 20-foot diameter tunnels, would each contain
tracks for a single direction of travel.

One 45-foot diameter tunnel would contain tracks for
both directions of travel

The two tunnels would be constructed side-by-side 50
feet apart. Approximately 33 cross passages connecting
the two tunnels would be constructed throughout the 5mile tunnel alignment for emergency passenger egress
between the tunnels.

Tracks would be constructed inside the single-bore,
ether side-by-side or stacked one above the other, and
separated by a concrete slab or center wall except in
areas of transition to stations or where crossover tracks
are located. The design developed during the technical
studies has a total of 76 cross passageways within the
tunnel.

Three underground stations, a downtown crossover box
structure, and two mid-tunnel ventilation structures
would be constructed with cut-and-cover construction
and integrated with the bored tunnels.
Stations facilities including station agent booths, ticket
vending machines, fare gates and vertical circulation to
platforms would be located in a mezzanine above the
loading platform between the tracks below. Access to
the mezzanine would be through passenger stairs,
escalators and elevators located off-street

Passenger boarding platforms for three stations,
crossover and pocket tracks, cross passageways for
emergency passenger egress, and other ancillary
facilities would be constructed within the single-bore
tunnels without cut-and-cover excavation. Mid-tunnel
ventilation shafts would be constructed at off-street
locations and connect to the single-bore tunnel via
below-ground passageways.
Station facilities, including station agent booths, ticket
vending machines, fare gates and vertical circulation to
platforms would be constructed and located on offstreet parcels and connect to station platforms inside the
single-bore tunnel via below-ground passageways.
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Cut-and-Cover Requirements

Method

Constructability
Twin-Bore Configuration

Single-Bore Configuration

The two tunnels would be constructed with tunnel
boring machines (TBM), excavating ground material,
creating the tunnel structures and removing the
excavated material. Current construction plans includes
two 20-ft diameter tunnel boring machines with the
second machine lagging behind the first by about a few
weeks.

The tunnel would be constructed with a tunnel boring
machine (TBM), which excavates ground material,
creates the tunnel structure and removes the excavated
material. Based on technical studies, a 45-ft diameter
tunnel boring machine would be used for tunnel
construction.

The underground stations, downtown crossover box,
and mid-tunnel ventilation structures would be
constructed with cut-and-cover construction in both onstreet and off-street locations. The cut-and-cover box in
Downtown San Jose is approximately 1,500 feet long
along Santa Clara Street. At the Alum Rock/28th Street
station and Diridon station, the cut-and-cover box
would be approximately 900 feet long. Depth of the cut
would be about 80 feet and the width of cut is
approximately 65 feet.

The underground station entrances and mid-tunnel
ventilation structures would be constructed primarily on
off-street parcels with cut-and-cover construction.
Based on a concept developed during the technical
studies, the downtown San Jose station would have a
main entrance at the VTA block and an east entrance on
the north side of Santa Clara Street.

Cut-and-cover construction excavates ground material
from street level down to the depth of the station
facilities or tunnel structure. Support of excavation
includes deep soil mix walls with steel lattices of up to
120 feet deep.
For excavation in Santa Clara Street or other public
right-of-ways, the excavated area is covered (or decked)
in sections to allow for surface activities to resume as
station construction continues below ground. After
construction is completed below ground, the area above
the station is backfilled for surface level activities to
return to existing conditions.

Cut-and-cover construction excavates ground material
to the depth of the station platforms or tunnel structure.
Support of excavation includes deep soil mix walls with
steel lattices of up to 145 feet deep.
Much of the cut-and-cover is not in public right-of-way
areas. Depending on the need, the excavated area could
be covered (or decked) during construction to allow for
surface activities to take place as construction continues
below ground. After construction is completed below
ground, the area above is backfilled to return to existing
conditions.
A majority of cut-and-cover construction would take
place off-street, with minimal impacts to automobile
traffic and bicycle and pedestrian routes.

In downtown San Jose, excavation in sidewalk areas
along Santa Clara Street is expected in the construction
of passageways/station entrances. Means and methods
for these techniques will be determined by the
construction contractor.
A majority of construction for the Downtown San Jose
station would take place on-street. This involves street
and sidewalk closures and detours impacting
automobile traffic, bicycle and pedestrian routes.
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Utility Relocation Impacts

Emergency Egress Passages

Underground Obstruction

Constructability (Cont.)
Twin-Bore Configuration

Single-Bore Configuration

Tunneling with two tunnel boring machines risks
encountering unknown underground obstructions, such
as wells.

Tunneling with the deeper Single Bore machine, there is
also a risk of encountering unknown underground
obstructions. However, the deeper the alignment, the
less risk there is in encountering an obstruction.

Emergency egress from the incident tunnel into the nonincident is made via cross passages between tunnels.
These cross passages would be constructed using mined
construction between the bored tunnels. The current
twin-bore design includes 33 cross-passages located
along the subway alignment.

The single-bore tunnel has concrete walls and floor
creating two independent sections for tracks Emergency
egress from the incident section into the non-incident
section of the tunnel is made via doors between
trackways when tracks are side by-side, or to adjacent
passageways and points of safety when tracks are in
transition or stacked. The design developed during the
technical studies has a total of 76 cross-passages.

Several of the areas identified as locations for cross
passages would require treatment to stabilize the ground
for mining. The cross passages are located as
frequently as practical depending on ground treatment
options. Means and methods for treating ground
conditions would depend on location. Ground
treatment, when done from the surface, involves lane
and sidewalk closures and detours impacting
automobile traffic and bicycle and pedestrian routes.
The cross passages will be constructed to applicable
codes and standards.

Cut-and-cover construction would require relocation of
public and private utilities. During station construction,
major utilities are supported from the surface above the
station box. Utility relocation in an older downtown
active street is a high risk item for the project as it can
have severe impacts to the community and there is
uncertainty in number of utilities known and unknown
as well as the condition of the utilities.

Emergency passageways between trackways would be
constructed within the divided tunnel. Because the
construction is within the tunnel, no external ground
treatment is necessary and increased number of cross
passages can be built. The passageways will be
constructed to applicable codes and standards.
Soil stabilization techniques are expected in the
construction of the connections between the station
facilities to the platform areas of the single-bore tunnel.
Means and methods for these techniques will be
determined by the construction contractor.
Limited cut-and-cover construction may take place in
the street right of way at mid-tunnel ventilation
structures and station access locations which may
involve some utility relocation.
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Transportation Impacts

Constructability (Cont.)
Twin-Bore Configuration

Single-Bore Configuration

Construction of station, crossover, tunnel portal, and
mid-tunnel ventilation structures involves a significant
amount of cut-and-cover construction that would take
place on-street in the public right-of-way. On-street cutand-cover construction would extensively impact street
level activities, including circulation of auto traffic,
bicycle and pedestrian movements, and operations and
access for businesses, residences, and other entities
within the vicinity of cut-and-cover construction.

Station construction involves off-street cut-and-cover
construction. Construction of mid-tunnel ventilation
structures and station access locations involves partial
on-street cut-and-cover construction that would impact
some street level activities. Impacts to auto traffic and
bicycle and pedestrian routes would be less than twin
bore for tunnel or station construction. The single-bore
option has minimal impacts to VTA light rail and bus
infrastructure and services.

In downtown San Jose, the light rail system (for
Downtown San Jose Station West Option) and bus
routes would be extensively impacted and operations
would be altered, including the potential temporary
closures of light rail stations and sections of track,
potential single tracking of service, and use of buses to
bridge service gaps. Bus stops in the vicinity of the
station and crossover box would potentially be relocated
and bus routes rerouted during the construction period.
Means and methods for treating the ground for cross
passage mining could also impact street level activities,
including circulation of auto traffic, bicycle and
pedestrian movements, and operations and access for
businesses, residences and other entities.

With emergency egress passageways built into the
single-bore tunnel, there would not be a need for mined
construction or ground treatment activities for these
passageways.
Construction-related traffic due to hauling of muck
from the cut-and-cover station would occur for a period
of time significantly shorter than twin-bore. Truck
traffic estimated to be 50% less due to smaller
excavation footprint.

Business Impacts

Significant construction-related traffic due to hauling of
excavated material from the cut-and-cover station boxes
would occur over 2 to 3 years.

Construction of station, crossover, tunnel portal, and
mid-tunnel ventilation structures involves a significant
amount of cut-and-cover construction that would take
place on-street in the public right-of-way. On-street cutand-cover construction would extensively impact street
level activities, including operations and access for
businesses, residences, and other entities within the
vicinity of cut-and-cover construction.

Station construction involves off-street cut-and-cover
construction. Construction of mid-tunnel ventilation
structures and station access locations involves partial
on-street cut-and-cover construction that would impact
some street level activities. Impacts to businesses,
residences, and other entities within the vicinity of cutand-cover construction would be less than twin bore for
tunnel or station construction.

VTA will work closely with businesses and residences
during the construction to allow for access and
coordinate operational needs.
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Single-Bore Configuration

Diridon Station

The location of the Diridon Station North Option
extends below the Caltrain tracks south of Santa Clara
Street. The station would require cut-and-cover
construction and the construction of a box that would be
beneath the Caltrain tracks with Caltrain tracks
supported.

The station entrance for the Diridon station would be
south of Santa Clara Street in the areas of the existing
Caltrain parking lot with cut-and-construction methods.

Based on information released by the USGS in 2010
about the Silver Creek Fault, the twin-bore tunnel
configuration does not allow for periodic realigning of
the tracks after seismic event involving the Silver Creek
fault, including fault creep. The redesign may result in
potential changes to the tunnel configuration at this
location.

Based on the concept design of the single-bore tunnel,
the configuration provides space planning to
accommodate BART seismic clearance envelope and
allows for periodic re-aligning of tracks after seismic
event involving the Silver Creek fault, including fault
creep.

The Twin-Bore Option would result in a much greater
area of cut-and-cover construction near historic
resources as compared to the Single-Bore Option,
especially along Santa Clara Street adjacent to and
within the historic district. Therefore, it is anticipated
that the Twin-Bore Option would require a much
greater level of effort for the implementation of
mitigation measures to protect historic resources as
compared to the Single-Bore Option.

The Single-Bore Option would result in a reduced area
of cut-and-cover construction near historic resources as
compared to the Twin-Bore Option. Therefore, it is
anticipated that the Single-Bore Option would require a
much lower level of effort for the mitigation measures
to protect historic resources as compared to the TwinBore Option.

Cultural Resources

Twin-Bore Configuration

Seismic Design

Constructability (Cont.)
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Ventilation

Station Operations

Train Operations

System Operations
Twin-Bore Configuration

Single-Bore Configuration

The Twin-Bore Option is configured similar to existing
BART subway tunnels and stations.

The Single-Bore Option would be a new configuration
in the BART system, primarily in which the platforms
at the stations would be in a stacked configuration. This
change would require additional training for operations,
maintenance and safety and security personnel.

This design would allow for a single crossover track
adjacent to the Downtown San Jose Station for trains to
change tracks in the event of emergencies, special
events, or regular maintenance activities. The single
crossover is a No. 10 crossover which requires a
reduced speed over BART’s preferred crossover speed,
but the crossover length is limited due to the desire to
limit the extent of the cut-and-cover in downtown.

The current station design is similar to the subway
stations BART operates today. Most existing BART
stations typically operate with one station agent per
shift.
The free concourse area has presented some recently
identified safety and security concerns. To address
these concerns, reconfiguration of this design at
ticketing, fare gates, and security doors locations may
be needed.

The ventilation system developed for the Twin-Bore
Option meets the-applicable codes and standards, and is
expected to satisfy current codes and standards without
significant changes.

This design allows for multiple crossover tracks and
areas to store train cars within the tunnel for
emergencies, special events, or regular maintenance
activities.

Based on the current concept design, there is not a
mezzanine shared between the station entrances, and
therefore, it is assumed that each underground station
will need two station agents during peak hours or the
times both entrances are open.
The station configuration can be designed to have no
free concourse area that would reduce present safety
and security concerns

The study of the single-bore concept design
demonstrates that the ventilation design meets current
applicable codes and standards. The cross sectional area
within the tunnel requiring ventilation is similar to that
of twin-bore due to the usage of center walls and
plenums. Additionally, calculations indicate that the
ventilation fans and motors required for the single-bore
configuration are no larger in size those required in the
current twin-bore design.
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Station Emergency Egress/Point of Safety

Tunnel Emergency Egress

Platform Width & Capacity

System Operations
Twin-Bore Configuration

Single-Bore Configuration

The Twin-Bore Option has a 28 ft. wide platform with
9ft.-3in. unobstructed width in each direction of travel.
This equates to approximately 18,000 square feet of
unobstructed area on the platform. The remaining
platform area provides for vertical circulation elements
as well as passenger movement/queuing. The platform
size meets BART passenger-per-square-foot standards.

The design for the Single-Bore Option would have two
15’6” unobstructed platforms (one per level/direction of
travel) equating to approximately 21,700 total square
feet of unobstructed area and exceeding current BART
passenger-per-square-foot standards.

Post-event passenger surges at Diridon Station would
need to be further evaluated and addressed. The centerplatform configuration may enable additional queuing
on the platform intended for the less-dominate direction
of travel
The current design, with BART’s concurrence, includes
33 cross passages provided for emergency egress
situations within the tunnel. The cross passages are at a
nominal spacing of 600 feet.
The non-incident tunnel is the Point of Safety.

Post-event surge at Diridon Station can be
accommodated via patron staging in oversized entrance
facilities and concourse area. In addition, the ability to
have more crossovers or areas to store trains with the
single-bore design allows for flexibility of operations in
the extension and potential to clear platforms faster.

The concept design includes 76 emergency egress
passages (51 configured side-by-side and 25 that
include a stairwell) for emergency situations within the
tunnel. The spacing is 300 feet between passages along
most of the alignment. The increase in the number of
emergency egress passages decreases the evacuation
time.
The non-incident and fully independent section of the
tunnel is the Point of Safety.

To meet National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
130 requirements and applicable codes, standards, and
BART passenger crush load criteria, the underground
stations in the twin-bore tunnel option requires an
engineered solution as Point of Safety.

To meet National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
130 requirements and applicable codes, standards, and
BART passenger crush load criteria, the underground
stations in the single-bore tunnel option requires an
engineered solution as Point of Safety.

The station exiting needs to be re-evaluated to reflect
the changes in applicable codes, standards, and BART
passenger crush load. Changes from this review may
impact the station design, including the design of station
ventilation and footprint.

Based on the technical studies of the downtown San
Jose station concept, station exiting calculations meet
current applicable codes, standards and BART
passenger crush load with the concourse identified as
the Point of Safety.
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Tunnel Maintenance

System Operations (Cont.)
Twin-Bore Configuration

Single-Bore Configuration

The interfaces connecting the tunnel to the three
underground stations, two mid-tunnel ventilation
structures and 33 cross passageways are points of
vulnerability for water intrusion. The twin-bore tunnel
requires special seismic design to make sure the reentrant joints between the tunnel and cross passage
joints remain closed after a seismic event.

With emergency egress passageways built into the
tunnel, there is no potential for groundwater intrusion
associated with egress passageways.
Points of interface for the single-bore design are at each
station connection to the tunnel and the two mid-tunnel
ventilation structures. Groundwater intrusion would
require routine pumping and maintenance.

In addition, water intrusion is an occurrence between
the deep soil mix wall and the permanent wall that
BART requires in the station construction.

Vertical Circulation

As water intrusion is a main contributing factor to
building damage, maintenance efforts are significant to
BART and require routine pumping and maintenance.

Vertical circulation in the stations would be at a similar
configuration as to the station in downtown San
Francisco. Platform depth is approximately 50 feet in
the Phase 2 extension stations.

The station configuration involves longer vertical
circulation elements than those incurred with a twinbore option due to the depth of the station. The depth of
the platforms (66’ and 85’, based on the concept design)
are not uncommon for subway stations in the United
States. Additional personnel may be required to
maintain the elevators and escalators due to a higher
number of these vertical circulation elements.
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Diridon Station

Development

Construction Impacts

Economic Development
Twin-Bore Configuration

Single-Bore Configuration

Construction impacts in the vicinity of the underground
stations, downtown crossover box, and ventilation
structures would potentially be extensive to businesses,
traffic, and other entities. In the downtown area,
construction impacts will be extensive from Market
Street to 3rd Street on and near Santa Clara Street,

Limited cut-and-cover construction within the street
right-of-way in the vicinity of the underground stations
would have less construction impact to businesses and
other entities during construction than the Twin Bore
method. Most construction impacts will be limited to
station entrance areas.

VTA will work with the community and affected
businesses to develop a program of solutions for large
and small businesses and other types of entities.
Outreach and communications must be at a robust level
in staffing.

VTA will work with the community and affected
businesses to develop a program of solutions for large
and small businesses and other types of entities.

The off-street location of station presents opportunities
to integrate development and land uses at the street
level. Development requires coordination with VTA
and BART to avoid impacts to station box and can limit
development in the station area.

The off-street location of station access and vertical
circulation elements presents opportunities to integrate
development and land uses at the street level.
Development requires coordination with VTA and
BART to avoid impacts to tunnel but has less impact to
area than twin bore cut-and-cover box. With a
potentially smaller facilities footprint, the single-bore
option could have a larger developable area.

For the north option for the Diridon station, the twinbore station box would be located south of Santa Clara
Street. The station box could limit development over the
structure.

For the north option for the Diridon station, the singlebore tunnel would be located below Santa Clara Street.
The station entrance would be south of Santa Clara
Street and have a smaller footprint and can be
incorporated easier into the future Intermodal station.
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Station

Accessibility

Passenger Experience
Twin-Bore Configuration

Single-Bore Configuration

The twin-bore methodology allows for several station
entrance options. Station entrance locations would be
more typical of the existing underground BART stations
in downtown San Francisco where passengers could
access a station from both sides of the street.

Due to the tunneling methodology and location of
station platforms stacked one above another within the
tunnel, station entrances would be limited to being
located on one side of the bored tunnel. The current
design concept includes two entrances to support
passenger access to stations and platforms at both
levels.

A minimum of one elevator is provided for ADA
access.

A minimum of one elevator is provided for ADA
access.

The Twin-Bore Option is configured similar to existing
BART subway tunnels and stations with multiple
entrances and mezzanine below ground including a free
area and a paid area. Patrons access platforms that are
below the mezzanine through escalators, elevators,
and/or stairs. Platforms at approximately 50 feet from
ground level.

Stacked platforms located within bored tunnel; top
platform would be 66 feet from ground level and lower
platform would be 85 feet from ground level. The
station depths in the design concept are relatively
deeper than any current BART station, but are not
uncommon to other subway stations nationally and
internationally. The platform depth for the Embarcadero
station in San Francisco is 60 feet.
The design concept includes additional vertical
circulation elements (e.g. high-speed, high-capacity
elevators) to accommodate passenger volumes to the
platform levels.
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Twin-Bore Configuration

Single-Bore Configuration

Construction Costs

The base costs for construction of the tunnel and
stations is slightly more than the single-bore. However,
since the twin-bore tunnel option has more design than
the single-bore tunnel, the uncertainty in quantities and
price makes the twin-bore option comparable to the
single bore option.

The single-bore tunnel option is comparable in
construction cost to the twin-bore option.

Risk Cost

The twin-bore option has been advanced to a high level
of design and most design risks outside of new design
to meet revised applicable codes and standards have
been mitigated. Many of the cost risks relate to
construction and the risks to schedule from utility
relocation, delayed procurements, and other activities
related to critical path as well as market risk.

The single-bore option requires more design to mitigate
cost risks. Design completion affects the schedule and
costs related to delay due to schedule. Much of the risk
associated with the single-bore option is related to
design as well as market risk.

Diridon Station

For the north option for the Diridon station, the twinbore station box would be located south of Santa Clara
Street. The station would require cut-and-cover
construction and the construction of a box that would be
beneath the Caltrain tracks with Caltrain tracks
supported. This station option is $50 million more than
the base cost.

For the north option for the Diridon station, the singlebore tunnel would be located below Santa Clara Street.
The station entrance would be south of Santa Clara
Street and have a smaller footprint and can be
incorporated easier into the future Intermodal station
and is included in the base cost.

Sub-surface Easements

Costs

Sub-surface easement requirements for the Twin-Bore
Option are slightly more than the sub-surface easement
requirements for the Single-Bore. Additionally, costs
associated with acquisition of sub-surface easements
along and in the vicinity of the station box and
crossover have been included in the project estimate.

Sub-surface easement requirements for the Single-Bore
Option are generally limited to the tunnel alignment and
are slightly less than the Twin-Bore Option.
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Operations & Maintenance

The operation and maintenance cost of the underground
features of the Single-Bore Option would cost
approximately 2.5% more than the Twin-Bore option,
or approximately $1.5M more per year. This is
primarily due to increased energy consumption,
maintenance of longer vertical circulation elements, and
an additional station agent per station per shift.

Order of magnitude costs associated with the impacts to
VTA light rail services on the 1st and 2nd streets
(Downtown San Jose Station West Option only) and
bus operation along Santa Clara Street have been
included in the project estimates.

There is no impact to VTA light rail services presented
by the Single-Bore option.

The project estimate includes –
 Impacts to VTA light rail operations along 1st
and 2nd streets (Downtown San Jose Station
West Option Only);
 Impacts to bus operations along Santa Clara
Street;
 Traffic detours due to the construction of the
cut-and-cover box for downtown station and
crossover, mid-tunnel ventilation structures
etc.;
 Traffic management for ground treatment
activities along the alignment, especially for the
construction of cross passages;
 Traffic management due to any mid-alignment
staging/launching of TBM equipment; and
 Traffic management due to hauling of large
volume of excavated soils from multiple
construction sites, many of the sites being in
and around the downtown San Jose area.

Order of magnitude costs associated with the
management of traffic due to construction have been
included in the project estimate. These order of
magnitude costs are lower as the impacts to transit and
traffic are less significant when compared to the
impacts due to the Twin-Bore Option.

Traffic Impacts/Construction Traffic Management

Operating and maintenance costs are based on current
BART practices.

Infrastructure Impacts

Twin-Bore Configuration

Costs (Cont.)
Single-Bore Configuration
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The BART Silicon Valley Phase II Extension project is a 6-mile extension from the current
Phase I Berryessa Station terminus through Downtown San Jose to a new station and terminus
in Santa Clara. This extension includes 4.8 miles of running tunnels through San Jose; four
stations, of which three are underground (Alum Rock, Downtown San Jose, and Diridon), and
one at grade station (Santa Clara); two intermediate ventilation structures, and East and West
tunnel portals. In 2014, VTA restarted the planning efforts for Phase II with an update to the
project environmental studies. As part of this planning effort, and inspired by continued ongoing
community and public concerns about disruption during construction, as well as by advances
within the tunneling industry (in particular developments in larger-diameter, soft ground
mechanized tunneling in urban settings), VTA initiated the single bore feasibility and technical
studies.
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Project elements studied include the project alignment, station configurations, emergency
egress and ventilation. If found to be a viable alternative to the twin bore configuration, VTA
would evaluate the risks under a separate contract and decide on the preferred construction
option. VTA’s Single Bore Feasibility Study commissioned in 2016 examined the feasibility of
using a single bore with station platforms in the tunnel as a way to reduce surface disturbance
at the stations. The study concluded that a single bore construction option was technically
feasible for the prevailing ground conditions, and did not exhibit any fatal flaws.
On October 7, 2016, VTA initiated the Single Bore Tunnel Technical Studies (The Studies) to
provide detailed verification of the findings of the prior Single Bore Feasibility Study, especially
in relation to tunnel diameter, track alignment, depth of stations, passenger vertical circulation,
operations, tunnel and station ventilation, and emergency egress. At the onset of The Studies, a
Design Criteria and Key Assumptions document was established in concert with VTA and
BART, the operator of the system, to define key criteria, design parameters and governing
assumptions. Findings of The Studies, presented in this report, address these tasks and
incorporate BART input, while closely following BART Facility Standards (BFS) and provisions
of NFPA 130, especially in terms of operations, maintenance, and safety. The findings are of
pre-conceptual nature and with a primary objective of making sure:
a. the single bore methodology for tunneling and use at the
Downtown San Jose Station is feasible and practical,
b. BART Facilities Standards can be met,
c. BART comments are addressed, and
d. no fatal flaws are identified in terms of BFS compliance.
Key findings of The Studies are presented in this Executive Summary Report.

Task A. Tunnel Profile
The primary objective of the Tunnel Profile tasks is to confirm the diameter and depth for the
single bore and use these findings to assess the optimal tunnel alignment plan and profile to
minimize project environmental impacts and reduce the station footprint within downtown San
Jose.

A.1

Single Bore Diameter

The Single Bore Feasibility Study arrived at a preliminary minimum inside tunnel diameter of
40.21 feet. Further and more detailed evaluations performed for The Studies indicate that a
slightly larger minimum internal diameter of 41 feet is desirable to satisfy the minimum
clearances and vehicle envelopes stipulated in the BFS through all of the necessary guideway
configurations and transitions along the project alignment. For BART’s operationally preferred
track alignment, which maximizes utilization of ‘side-by-side’ rather than ‘stacked’ track
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configuration, the tunnel section at transitions between the two track configurations essentially
governs the minimum tunnel diameter.
The 41-foot minimum tunnel diameter meets BFS requirements for the standard vehicle running
clearance envelope over the length of each transition (four total) between stacked and side-byside track positions. Additional space allowances comprise a radial tunnel construction
tolerance of six inches to account for normal variations in the precast concrete segmental liner
construction and TBM steering tolerances. The critical section meets the BFS safety and
maintenance provisions, accommodating walkways and provisions for cross passages, and is
adequate in terms of BART systems space planning within the running tunnel environment.
A 41-foot tunnel inside diameter provides for prudent design allowances for future design
development of elements that are of ‘advanced design nature’ and not defined by the scope of
The Studies, including:
a. Structure fire resistance.
b. Stand-off distances to accommodate threat assessment/vulnerability criteria as may be
adopted by VTA and/or BART in the future.
c. Additional clearances and seismic design details as may be required where the tunnel
crosses the Silver Creek Fault Zone.
d. Provision for floating slab track that may be required at certain locations along the
guideways to minimize impacts of noise and vibration to overlying sensitive structures
and facilities.
Redundancy is a desired attribute of modern systems that can be applied to both structural and
operational aspects. Although not a specific feature impacting the diameter of the single bore,
the diameter of the tunnel structure itself may contribute to system redundancy as follows:
a. Structural redundancy concerns the primary members of a structure, in this case the
tunnel liner. By their nature, tunnels are continuous structures, and inherently redundant
by virtue of the three dimensional load resisting ability of the tunnel liner.
b. The single bore tunnel accommodates cross-passages for emergency egress between
guideways, without having to mine outside the circular bored tunnel. The result is a more
continuous and uniform structural system that better responds to seismic deformations.
c. Operationally there is no difference in redundancy between a single bore dual guideway
tunnel with separated guideways and a twin bore tunnel configuration. In both cases, if
one guideway is damaged or becomes inoperable, both guideways are affected, as one
guideway (non-incident) is always needed for safe emergency egress per NFPA 130.

A.2

Single Bore Depth

The Single Bore Feasibility Study arrived at a preliminary minimum depth of cover of 65 feet.
Further, more detailed evaluations performed for this study indicate that a shallower minimum
cover depth of 50 feet is reasonable and appropriate for evaluation of a single bore tunnel.
These detailed evaluations took into consideration:
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a. site specific geologic and groundwater conditions and variations along the reference
alignment determined from available data,
b. seismic factors such as fault proximity and liquefaction potential,
c. potential for obstructions, and most importantly,
d. settlement effects on surface structures resulting from tunneling using the latest
generation of pressurized face tunnel boring machines and best operating practices,
Key findings for each of the considered factors are summarized below.

A.2.1

Available Subsurface Data

Results from earlier extensive geotechnical investigations of the Phase II right of way for the
twin bore configuration are used in The Studies. Since the 65% design was completed,
however, a number of important changes in criteria, seismic considerations, and TBM
technology have occurred. The detailed design will need to revisit and assess per these
changes for any of the tunnel construction alternative methodologies. Although there is a large
amount of existing investigation data already available, if a deeper profile is selected, additional
deeper borings at 10 to 15 critical locations will be necessary to adequately characterize
subsurface conditions for design and contract geotechnical baseline purposes.
Ground conditions have a significant influence in the specification of a TBM. A more detailed
evaluation of the new profile stratigraphy will be needed to determine if the resulting changes in
the anticipated fractions of coarse and fine alluvium that would be excavated along a deeper
tunnel profile make the use of an Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) TBM or a Slurry TBM more
suitable.

A.2.2

Groundwater and Obstructions

Groundwater in the Santa Clara Valley is a major source of domestic, industrial, and agricultural
water supply, and changes to the groundwater basin have caused significant subsidence (up to
13 feet in downtown San Jose). The development of alternative water supplies has been
required to offset the reliance on groundwater and arrest the settlement within the valley. The
tunnel alignment traverses some of the oldest parts of San Jose where the original water supply
consisted of shallow wells. These wells, if not anticipated and encountered by a TBM, could
hinder tunneling. To further evaluate the potential for obstructions, a formal well survey should
be conducted as part of a comprehensive final design assessment. The presence of wells is
generally less likely within public right of way.
The presence of groundwater along the tunnel profile is not an issue for modern pressurizedface tunnel boring using watertight, gasketed, precast tunnel linings, and the tunneling process
itself generally does not impact the quality or level of the encountered groundwater. However, at
stations, shafts, and any mined excavations outside of a bored tunnel, the presence of
groundwater is a significant construction consideration. Where excavation dewatering cannot be
used due to high permeability, subsidence risk, water supply impact, or other restrictions, it will
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be necessary to employ some combination of watertight diaphragm shoring systems, cementsoil mixing, jet grouting, chemical grouting and/or ground freezing.
All other factors being equal, the deeper the excavation, the greater the acting groundwater
pressure, and therefore, the more robust or extensive the required control measures and final
lining. In addition, the groundwater will impose higher groundwater pressures on the tunneling
operations due to the increased depth of the single bore profile. Overall, the magnitude of
increase will be on the order of one bar of pressure or less, and a single bore TBM and its
concrete lining can be readily designed to accommodate this relatively minor additional
pressure.

A.2.3

Faulting and Seismicity

The Santa Clara Valley is bounded on east and west by the Hayward/Calaveras Fault system
and the San Andreas Fault zone, respectively. These fault zones are the most significant
seismic sources near the Phase II alignment, but there are additional smaller faults such as the
Silver Creek Fault that is crossed by the project alignment very near the location of Coyote
Creek. While the dominating seismic sources are expected from the major faults, the Silver
Creek Fault may impose additional risk factors, including potential creep and basin effects, for
the tunnel seismic response.
A relatively recent 2010 US Geological Survey evaluation implies that Silver Creek Fault may be
capable of a creep rate of up to 2 millimeters per year (vertical or horizontal). Over the 100-year
service life of the Phase II project, this could amount to upward of 200 millimeters (8 inches). At
the crossing of the fault, it may be necessary to introduce a seismic joint around the tunnel liner,
or special segmental liner details, in order to accommodate the estimated long-term creep along
the fault.
The track configuration in the tunnel is such that, near Coyote Creek, the tracks are positioned
side-by-side, and there is flexibility in terms of allowable space in the tunnel to re-align them as
required. In final design, the tracks may need to be positioned farther away from the center wall
to allow flexibility to shift them in both directions (toward or away from the walkway) based on
the creep direction. In addition, the tracks would need to be periodically realigned over longer
distances to maintain design speeds while accommodating the progressive creep, a practice
presently employed by BART where the Berkeley Hills tunnels cross the Hayward Fault.
It is important to note that the current tunnel diameter provides adequate space to
accommodate the additional BFS seismic clearance requirements, and maintains the same
side-by-side configuration for a minimum of 1,000 feet on either side of Coyote Creek.

A.2.4

Surface Settlements Due to Tunneling

Based on the following considerations it was determined that a minimum depth of 50 feet
(between ground level and top of the tunnel) is required for a single 45-foot outside diameter
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bore constructed using the latest state-of-the art modern pressurized face TBM and tunneling
practices to control ground losses and minimize settlements:
a. Geological and hydrogeological conditions at multiple critical locations along the
alignment.
b. Settlement analyses performed for the estimated prevailing soil types within and
immediately above the tunnel horizon.
c. Allowances for additional settlements due to station excavation.
d. Etimates of potential building impacts.
The settlement profiles analyzed indicate that a 50-foot cover depth, combined with a TBM
volume loss performance of 0.3% or less, should generally meet accepted tolerable building
settlement criteria. Such ground loss performance (or better) is now being achieved throughout
the world with larger-sized state-of-the art TBMs.

A.3

Single Bore Alignment: Plan and Profile

The horizontal geometry of the S1 and S2 tracks for the single bore tunnel is accommodated
primarily within the 65% twin bore design pre-defined corridor. Through early discussions with
BART staff, it was noted that a side-by-side, same level track configuration is preferable to a
stacked configuration, as it more closely resembles existing configurations in the BART systems
(Figure A-1). As such, the extent of side-by-side track configuration has been maximized – at
the East Portal, between Alum Rock and Downtown San Jose Stations, and west of Diridon
Station to the West Portal.
The tracks are maintained in a vertical stacked configuration at all stations to accommodate
stacked platforms, and between Downtown San Jose Stations and east of Diridon Station
(Figure A-2) due to insufficient distance between stations to accomplish a horizontal or vertical
transition. The transition from horizontal side-by-side to a vertical stacked configuration is
accomplished considering the vertical and horizontal geometric constraints while satisfying BFS
requirements. Consequently, the specific geometry and length of each transition varies along
the alignment.
The direct fixation track utilized within the bored tunnel currently assumes the use of resilient
ties, consistent with BFS standards.
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Figure A-1: Typical Side-By-Side Track Configuration

Figure A-2: Typical Stacked Track Configuration
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A high-level run time analysis to assess travel times through the single bore indicates that the
single bore alignment provides shorter travel times for all runs, primarily due to the shorter
overall length (approximately 600 feet) of the single bore alignment. East of Downtown San
Jose Station, the change from a No. 10 scissor crossover to a No. 15 allows a higher crossover
speed, which helps to offset its location farther east from the station (2,000 feet). For trains
utilizing the crossover, the location is anticipated to limit the maximum speeds between Alum
and Downtown San Jose Stations to 50 mph, rather than the 70 mph possible on the previous
design alignment. This results in a three second penalty in travel time to westbound trains, and
a one to two second benefit to eastbound trains. Trains bypassing the crossover, as would be
typical during normal operations, would realize no travel time impact, and would see an overall
improvement in run time ranging from 10 to 15 seconds resulting from the shorter alignment.
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Task B. Station Configuration
The DTSJ station design concept distributes the station and platform access points between two
entrances (Figure B-1). One of VTA’s existing properties within the VTA Block, a parcel of land
on Santa Clara Street with a building currently used as a Chase Bank and VTA offices, is used
as main western entrance. The proposed configuration of the DTSJ Station west entrance
consists of an open entrance shaft housing the vertical circulation elements.
The shaft provides direct sightlines from the platform adit to the exits at street level. Passengers
would be able to see all areas of the station entrance shaft and orient themselves within the
greater urban context, making wayfinding exceedingly intuitive (Figure B-2). To the east, two
smaller sized parcels on Santa Clara Street, between 1st and 2nd Streets, are designated for the
secondary entrance. This entrance is centrally located between the two LRT stations and allows
for convenient transfer between the two modes. These two entrance locations more evenly
distribute passengers, while still complying with egress, ventilation, and code requirements.
For the vertical bi-level configuration at each station, the platforms are stacked and serve one
trainway each. The 41-foot tunnel internal diameter, determined for the critical section at
transitions, provides an allowance of 15-foot 6-inch wide by 8-foot (unobstructed) high platform.
Also, there are provisions for lighting, select signage, and additional finish surfaces within the
station section, which accommodates vehicle clearance envelope and guideway elements
(Figure B-3).
Figure B-1: DTSJ Station - Recommended Site Plan
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Figure B-2: DTSJ Station West Entrance - Section

While a larger station depth represents a departure from traditional cut-and-cover subway
station configurations, there are numerous examples of deep transit stations within the United
States. The recently opened 34th Street-Hudson Yards Station on the No. 7 Line subway
extension in New York City is located 95 feet below street entrance level. The deepest metro
station in the United States, Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority’s (WMATA) Forest
Glen Station, runs 196 feet deep and is accessed exclusively with high speed elevators.
In addition to BFS criteria, the station needs to comply with provisions of CBC and NFPA 130.
The following requirements were found to be the most restrictive and governed the station
access and egress planning:
a. Evacuation of the station occupant load from the platforms in four minutes or less.
b. Evacuation from the most remote point on the platforms to a Point of Safety in six
minutes or less.
c. No point on the platforms shall be more than 300’ from a Point of Safety.
d. There shall be a minimum one exit within 20’ from each end of the platforms.
Ventilation requirements for the station and platforms are also a determining factor for the
station layout. Ventilation equipment and exhaust shaft layouts were coordinated during The
Studies to ensure proper allocation for these components underground and at grade.
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Figure B-3: Single Bore Platform Rendering
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Task C. Station Egress
Evacuation and emergency egress systems and facilities for underground transit systems must
be designed to facilitate patron self-rescue activities and responsible agency response
procedures. BFS and applicable state and national codes and standards, including NFPA 130,
provide the governing prescriptive and performance-based criteria that were applied to develop
and assess the emergency egress measures and systems for a single bore dual guideway
tunnel and station configuration.
During a tunnel fire incident, the tunnel ventilation system must provide smoke and fire hazard
control to establish a tenable environment indefinitely at the defined Points of Safety – along the
identified emergency egress/incident response paths in the tunnel and within specific
passageways and circulation areas in each underground station. Proper functioning and
maintainability of the tunnel ventilation system and its capability for smoke and fire hazard
control must be demonstrated by detailed engineering analysis.
For transit stations throughout the United States, it has been deemed impractical to evacuate
deep stations to the street in six minutes. Thus, solutions that meet national professional design
standards have been developed for such cases that are applicable to this project. Key sections
of NFPA 130 (2014) employed in evaluating the single bore configuration define performance
standards to establish Points of Safety, rather than prescriptive solutions:
a. Section 5.3.35, the Point of Safety definitions include an enclosed exit that leads
to a public way or safe location outside of the station, trainway, or vehicle.
b. Section 5.3.1.2 requires the design of a means of egress to be based on an
emergency condition requiring evacuation to a Point of Safety.
c. Section 5.3.4 permits the concourse in an enclosed station with an emergency
ventilation system to be defined as a Point of Safety when designed to provide
protection for the concourse from exposure to the effects of a train fire at the
platform, as confirmed by an engineering analysis.
In addition, our review of the applicable codes establishes the following:
a. Point of Safety is specifically a safety feature that is identified for buildings using
performance-based requirement language, and not prescriptive parameters.
b. The standards and codes do not preclude designs that utilize ventilation systems
for establishing Point of Safety.
c. The 2016 CBC has a new Section 443 for fixed guideway transit and passenger rail
systems which requires that NFPA 130 and CBC provisions shall apply. Section 443
requirements and Chapter 35 standards do not preclude the design of a concourse
Point of Safety supported by an emergency ventilation system.
To analyze station emergency egress scenarios for a single bore with stacked guideways and
platforms connected to an adjacent off-street station, a prototype station was developed. It was
determined that queuing at the bottom of escalators and stairs within shafts that house the
vertical circulation elements (VCEs) must be evaluated to confirm the time duration required to
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clear both upper and lower platforms during an emergency. Ventilation system operation and
makeup air flow from the surface through the shaft are key elements for establishing a tenable
environment from the lateral passageways to each station platform, all the way to the street
level, and thereby allowing the passageways and shaft concourse areas to be defined the
Points of Safety under NFPA 130.
The ventilation system modeling for both the station environment and the system wide network
flow conditions discussed under Task D was completed utilizing computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) and subway environmental simulation (SES) applications, respectively, to identify Point of
Safety locations within the station areas (including platforms) and the running tunnel guideways.

C.1

DTSJ Station Egress

Two analyses of emergency egress from the Downtown San Jose Station (West) were
prepared:
a. an initial spreadsheet-based analysis, and
b. a simulation of an evacuation using Legion Spaceworks software.
Both analyses were conducted pursuant to criteria in the NFPA 130 Standard for Fixed
Guideway Transit and Passenger Rail Systems, which is referenced in the BFS. The key criteria
are to be able to clear the station platforms in four minutes or less and for everyone to reach a
Point of Safety in six minutes or less.
Evacuation analysis and simulation for the Downtown San Jose Station confirmed that the
station layout would comply with NFPA 130 requirements to clear the platforms in four minutes
or less, and to reach a Point of Safety in the corridors leading to the emergency stairs or the
station entrances in six minutes or less. The design also meets BFS by having exits near both
ends of each platform and multiple exit routes from each platform.
In summary, both the spreadsheet analysis and Legion simulations confirm that the conceptual
site specific plan for the DTSJ Station provides sufficient capacity to meet BFS and NFPA 130
requirements.

C.2

Tunnel Egress

The egress walkway width, cross-passage location, and geometry (especially the crosssectional area of an enclosed guideway) are the key elements that impact the pedestrian flow
capacity for self-evacuation and rescue operations within the tunnel. The single bore tunnel
houses both track guideways and has three types of track configurations – side-by-side,
stacked, and transition sections – each with a unique cross-passage layout.
Cross-passage configuration for the side-by-side guideway resembles cross-passages in a cutand-cover box tunnel configuration, with a center wall, as shown in the BFS, and does not need
further evaluation. Stacked and transition guideway sections, however, introduce crosspassages with stairwells, which are not addressed in the BFS. These configurations were
evaluated for expected performance in comparison to side-by-side guideways. The entire single
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bore alignment has a total of 76 cross-passages: 51 configured side-by-side and 25 that include
a stairwell.
Evacuation flow modeling developed for incident response train operations in the running
tunnels confirmed that pedestrian flow conditions are established by guideway emergency
walkway flow conditions. Simulation output shows where congested flow conditions created by
potentially misunderstood or confused evacuation paths can lead to blockages in the passenger
flow that typically becomes a bottleneck for the entire evacuation process. Widened stair widths
included in the model were effective at maintaining flow from incident guideway to non-incident
guideway where rescue train would be positioned.
Based on pedestrian flow calculations and agent-based pedestrian flow simulations, enhanced
stair widths of 48 inches ensure good evacuation performance at the relatively short sections of
stacked tunnel configuration. The widened stairs perform similarly to cross passages of the
conventional, side-by-side, center wall design.
In summary, the tunnel egress analyses for the various cross passage and guideway
configurations required for the single bore concept, indicate that structures and systems
can be designed with the longitudinal fire/smoke protected corridors to provide evacuation
flow conditions equivalent to those prescribed by BFS.
Figure C-1: Emergency Egress Rendering through Transitional Section
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Task D. Ventilation
The traditional ventilation system configuration, already applied throughout the existing
underground BART system, consists of ventilation shafts and fan plants located at both ends of
the station to control both tunnel and station ventilation. Fan plants include isolation and control
dampers designed in a simple configuration to allow reversible ventilation fans to be operated in
a push/pull tunnel ventilation mode or a station exhaust mode. Normal ventilation modes for the
tunnel segment include piston effect ventilation, congested tunnel ventilation assist operations,
and maintenance tunnel ventilation assist operations.
The single bore, dual-guideway, tunnel ventilation network of segregated guideways and station
platforms, mimics traditional system configurations and incorporates state-of-the-art designs
developed according to BFS. Piston effect ventilation capacities of the single bore system will
be slightly different from traditional design; however, we anticipate that no special design
elements will be required in detailed design development. We also expect that the single bore
ventilation assist conditions represented by congested and maintenance operations will only
slightly vary from traditional design according to BFS.
The original (2008) ventilation design is based on a medium-growth rate fire per BFS R2.1.
For comparative purposes, a medium-growth rate fire was also used to assess the single bore
ventilation concept in The Studies. Since the original (2008) design was completed, BART has
stipulated an instantaneous fire growth rate in BFS R3.03 (this requires implementation of
mechanical ventilation in a station, in combination with other measures to provide a tenable
environment for the evacuation period).
The single bore tunnel configuration with segregated guideways for each direction and a
dividing structure (concrete wall and slab for ‘stacked guideway’ configuration, or concrete wall
only for ‘side-by-side’ guideways), has a ventilation network configuration that closely resembles
that of the twin bore ventilation system. At the same time, the single bore configuration
introduces the fundamental changes to tunnel ventilation network configuration and station
ventilation conditions, out of which the following are the most significant:
a. With a segregated ‘stacked guideway’ configuration there is an increase of tunnel
ventilation plant efficiency in terms of its ability to develop airflow in the incident bore.
b. The tunnel ventilation plant’s ability to mitigate fire hazards developed from a BART train
fire is enhanced by the passive fire protection features of the platform access
passageways. These passageways have a reduced cross-sectional area and are
generally located at lower elevations and closer to platforms (as compared to a
traditional ‘cut and cover box’ station design’ with a concourse accessed by stairs
leading from center platform).
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Tunnel Ventilation Systems

The most significant controlling factor for tunnel ventilation system design in the emergency
ventilation mode is the tunnel cross-sectional area. The tunnel airflow velocity is determined
from BFS requirements and/or the velocity necessary to control smoke (achieving critical airflow
velocity). The critical airflow velocity is the velocity of ventilation air flow down the tunnel toward
the fire capable of developing sufficient momentum to counteract the buoyant plume forces
generated by fire hot gases, flowing up the tunnel after reaching the tunnel ceiling. Below critical
velocity, the buoyant forces will cause part of the smoke plume to flow back into the direction of
egress; therefore, the longitudinal ventilation airflow must be at critical velocity to offset the fire
buoyant forces and push all smoke to the downstream side of the fire.
Establishing critical velocity of the ventilation airflow is crucial to ensuring a tenable environment
is maintained in the evacuation path. The required airflow is the product of this required velocity
and the cross-sectional area at the fire incident location. The cross-sectional area at the fire
incident location is the annular area made up by the tunnel cross-sectional area, reduced by the
BART vehicle cross-sectional area. For the single bore dual guideway configuration that
includes divider walls and ceilings, this area is approximately 114 ft2, providing industry
standard flow requirements and hydraulic characteristics. Therefore, the ventilation plant
requirements for the single bore meets industry standard configurations.
The SES tunnel ventilation network analyses of the single bore guideways conclude that the
required ventilation flow capacities are very similar to the 2008 twin bore flow capacities. There
are, however, minor escalations in the fan horsepower to address small increases in operating
pressures. The Studies simulation results shows that the longitudinal air flow volume (adequate
to maintain air velocities above the critical velocity needed to prevent smoke backlayering) could
be established with the original (2008 concept design) ventilation plant operations, adapted to
the single bore configuration. Therefore, The Studies concluded that the ventilation
requirements for the single bore concept were similar to the twin bore alternative, primarily
because the enclosed guideway cross-sectional areas were similar for both tunneling methods.
As with the twin bore configuration, the current alignment and distance between the stations
requires two additional independent ventilation structures to comply with BFS stipulated
maximum ventilation zone length of 3,000 feet. This maximum ventilation zone length is based
on train control requirements to minimize operating headways while preventing two trains in the
same ventilation zone. Two trains operating in the same zone creates an unsafe operating
condition for non-incident train when longitudinal ventilation flows are established during pushpull ventilation operations. The single bore configuration creates an opportunity to utilize an
additional airflow pathway in the non-trainway galley (adjacent to guideways but separated by
divider wall), achieving the same functional ventilation zone separation. This is an opportunity
that requires further analyses.
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Station Ventilation Systems

Plant capacity sized for running tunnel fire hazard ventilation is sufficient for station ventilation
demands. Fan selections are checked for increased single bore station exhaust operating
pressures to account for high velocity transverse duct flow conditions. Running tunnel ventilation
flows for train fire hazards within the tunnel, along with tunnel network fugitive air flow
conditions, establishes ventilation plant peak flow demand.
Ventilation and other fire safety system preservation of self-evacuation is the most important
component to limiting fire hazard exposure to patrons within the system. Tunnel ventilation
operations are initiated when either a fire detection system or manual fire alarm is activated. For
the single bore station configuration, segregated platform occupancies and specific platform
access adits are the key elements to establishing a ventilation scheme, as follows:
a. Initial automatic ventilation response establishes transverse exhaust ventilation at the
“backwall” opposite the platform for train fire locations along the entire length of platform.
b. Subsequent fire command intervention and operation of ventilation systems can
augment transverse exhaust with station-end exhaust to affect longitudinal ventilation
flows and limit the spread of fire hazards.
Advanced numerical modeling of the single bore ventilation concept demonstrates that the
single bore configuration, with dual segregated guideways, performs similar to conventional twin
bore system, constructed with cut and cover (box) stations. A lateral access to stacked
platforms station configuration provides several features that enhance fire/life safety aspects for
patrons, service crew, and first responders:
a. The self-evacuation process for patrons includes lateral movement always away from
buoyant fire hazards (smoke) developed above the platform and the trainway itself.
b. Platform and trainways for northbound and southbound trains are always separated by
fireproofed structure (incident and non-incident trainway and platform are always fireseparated and housed within their own fireproofed enclosure).
Therefore, CFD modeling of the single bore station confirmed that ventilation system equipment
operates in a similar manner to the twin bore concept. Station ventilation is accomplished via
the ventilation equipment/fan plant nearest to fire incident location operating in exhaust mode,
with the fan plant at the opposite side of the platform operating in supply mode. However,
adjacent stations would all be operating in exhaust to create station net flow conditions in
exhaust. The incident station net exhaust conditions will establish fresh air makeup flows from
the surface headhouses, at both entrances, down to the platfom levels, and provide for the
following:
a. Fresh air supply is established along the entire length of the egress path(s),
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b. Air velocities required for effective smoke control will be provided at the interface
between the headhouse/entrance shaft with both platform levels, upper and lower,
actively preventing smoke inflows into the headhouse egress paths
The simulation results confirmed that the access passageways (adits) between both platform
levels and the entrance shaft connecting to the upper and lower platforms are Points of Safety.
This finding presents a competent design solution when considering egress queuing conditions
developing from stairs, during emergency conditions. The single bore ventilation system
provides adequate fire hazard mitigation and meets 4-minute and 6-minute evacuation criteria
for clearing the platform and arriving to Point(s) of Safety. Ventilation systems are capable of
maintaining Point(s) of Safety indefinitely; those extend from the platform edge entering the
connection adit (between the platform and the station headhouse vertical circulation structure/
entrance shaft), throughout the entrance shaft along egress paths. Egress calculations
demonstrate that evacuation flows, including queuing for pedestrian flows at the base of stairs
and escalators, comply with design standards for platform to clear in four minutes and station
occupants to reach Point(s) of Safety within six minutes.
In addition, fire hazard analyses identified the following additional features of the single bore
ventilation system:
a. The functioning ventilation system at the incident station has the ability to limit fire
hazard exposure to occupants of each headhouse for up to 13 minutes after fire ignition,
assuming sole operation of incident station fan plants (all other station ventilation plants
are off).
b. There is an opportunity to establish a longitudinal duct at the side of the incident tracks,
opposite to, and away from, the platform, capable of pulling smoke away from occupied
areas and extracting it directly through the duct/shaft system of the affected station.
Development of fire hazards in the form of high temperature gas and smoke within the platform
are exacerbated by the limited ceiling volume available for smoke storage. To add redundancy
to the active ventialtion system, the following passive (built-in) fire protection elements could be
added to mitigate conditions on the platforms, where low ceiling volume limits the available
smoke storage above the occupied zone. These elements limit the ceiling plume jet and
minimize ambient air mixing with dense smoke plume being generated at the fire source:
a. Platform edge downstand
b. Transverse platform downstand
c. Platform entry ceiling smoke baffle
Inspection of the CFD modeling results indicates that the platform edge downstands and entry
celling smoke baffles are the most effective at maximizing available safe egress time for both
the platform and headhouse areas. These elements are effective even with the incident station
ventilation not functioning. With the ventilation system operating, they enhance safe patron exit
while meeting BFS and NFPA 130 requirements.
The single bore concept with stacked platform configuration is viable for future design
development. While the deeper station geometry increases the time for occupants to reach the
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public right of way at surface that is ‘open to the outside air’, active and passive components of
the ventilation system are capable of establishing tenable environment along the entire path(s)
of emergency egress down to the transit platform levels.
The active system maintains a teneable environment for an indefinite period of time, meeting
BFS and NFPA 130, as well as local and state ordinances. The passive system enhances the
effectiveness of the active system and provides for a tenable environment along the egress
paths for a limited amount of time, even if the ventilation system does not start immediately.
Numerical modeling demonstrated that the passive elements ensure a continuous tenable
environment along path of egress during the period of time when ventilation systems are
developing full capacity operation.
In combination, the active and passive elements of the single bore ventilation/fire life safety
systems are very effective, and provide for a ‘fail safe’ approach that is sensitive to BART safety
requirements, practices, and policies.
Also, the single bore dual trackway layout has several different options for ventilation plant
configuration at the station and midpoint ventilation shaft locations to capitalize on unused
underground tunnel volume. Due consideration must be paid to equipment access, space for
maintenance, and paths for removal and replacement of equipment, to facilitate BART safety,
operations and maintenance requirements.
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Purpose

This summary provides an overview of the results from the Aldea Team’s integrated Schedule & Cost
Comparative Analysis of the subsurface portions of the two tunneling options under consideration for the
BART Silicon Valley (BSV) Phase II Project. The purpose of our analysis is to facilitate the selection of a
preferred tunneling alternative from the two approaches; twin bore vs. single bore tunnel that are being
considered. The Aldea team includes experts in risk assessment and management, underground structure
engineering and construction, and fire and life safety systems. We performed an independent assessment
of risks associated with the two tunneling approaches through interviews with technical experts, stakeholders, industry, and peer agencies. The results of our analysis are presented in terms of cost, schedule and
risk.

ra

ft

The two options are the Twin Bore (TB) option which constructs two single-track 21-foot diameter subway tunnels, similar to other tunnels in the BART system and the Single Bore (SB) option which constructs a single 45-foot diameter subway tunnel that is designed to carry two tracks within the same tunnel,
using a dividing wall between the trackways. This analysis uses probabilistic simulation to calculate the
range of uncertainty of both designs based on their current level of completion (TB at 65%, SB at 20%) as
well as to differentiate the potential impacts of risk and opportunities to both cost and schedule that were
assessed for each method in workshops attended by stakeholders and industry experts.

Definitions

na

2

lD

It must be pointed out here that the figures and information contained in this report are For DecisionMaking Purposes Only. Both the comparative nature of our task (many elements of the complete project
were not included in either the cost or schedule analysis due to the differences in design level between the
two options) and the comparative risk assessment process (risk assessment for budgetary purposes is a very
different task) render this information unsuitable for budgeting, financing, or grant agreements.

Table 1: Report Summary Definitions

Base Cost

Description

Fi

Components

Base Value with uncertainty estimates to account for variation in
unit prices and quantities (Base + Uncertainty). Result is a distribution.

Base Value

Engineer’s Cost Estimate with escalation removed.
Total is a single number.

Engineer’s Cost Estimate

Cost estimates provided by VTA from their consulting engineers to
construct the work with escalation but without uncertainty.
Total is a single number.

Escalation

Increase in all cost items for inflation calculated from the basis that
all cost estimates are in December 31, 2016 dollars.

3.1.d
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An Opportunity is an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs,
has a positive impact upon the Project.

P80 Value

Value resulting from a cost or time distribution calculation with
80% chance of not being exceeded. Result is a single number.

RIAAT (Software)

RIsk Analysis and Administrative Tool, or RIAAT, is an advanced
project management software developed and supported by
RiskConsult (Aldea Team member), which integrates and links information from cost management, risk management and schedule
planning. Used to perform the Quantitative Analysis for this comparison. https:// www.riskcon.at

Risk

A Risk is an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a
negative impact upon the Project.

Sunk Costs

Costs that have already been incurred in the development of either
option that cannot be recovered.

Unidentified Risk

An allowance to account for risks that are not, or could not, be
specifically identified in the risk register but may be expected to
develop as the project progresses (aka Unknown Risk).

ra

lD

Process
3.1

na

3
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Opportunity

Qualitative Analysis

Fi

The comparative assessment process for project cost and schedule first worked to accurately derive comparative base costs for both alternatives and normalize the costs to a common date (December 31, 2016 in this
case). Next, we used a workshop process, including stakeholders (such as BART, VTA, the City of San Jose)
and nationally recognized subject matter experts (SME’s), to identify all risks and uncertainties that might
significantly affect the predicted project cost and schedule for both options. The risk assessment workshops
were used to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify all significant potential events and conditions (both risks/threats and opportunities) that could affect project cost and schedule.
Assess risk impacts and likelihoods.
Develop an integrated cost and schedule risk register.
Develop an integrated analytical cost & schedule risk model to quantify risks to cost and
schedule with a probabilistic approach.
Produce a distribution of probable cost and schedule outcomes for the project.
Identify and discuss mitigation measures for significant risk components and estimate the
potential risk reduction from each mitigation measure together with the residual risk after
mitigation.

3.1.d

•

Identify, discuss and quantify potential opportunities and ways to exploit them.

During the workshops, a numerical ranking method was used to quantify the range of each of those impacts
using estimates of minimum, most likely, and maximum values for each for cost and schedule risks/opportunities. 127 Total Risks, including 64 specific and 63 generic risks were identified for the Twin Bore option
while 121 Total Risks, including 74 specific and 47 generic risks were identified for the Single Bore option.

3.2

Quantitative Analysis

Conventional estimates are presented in terms of a single number. This form of estimating is termed “deterministic” cost estimating. A superior way of considering budget costs is by use of probabilistic forms of
estimating that can consider uncertainties and gives a range of possible outcomes. These uncertainties can
be in the form of pure quantity or material uncertainty or in the form of identified and unidentified risks.
When these are combined, a full probabilistic cost and schedule distribution can be found.

lD
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Two numerical simulation models were developed using RIAAT software to aggregate these impacts in
order to obtain risk-based cost and schedule estimates for each of the project options; RIAAT performs
numerical simulations to aggregate the contribution of each source of cost and schedule uncertainty to the
overall project cost and schedule estimate. The cost impacts of schedule delays including potential changes
to the critical path schedule are incorporated in the calculations. The result is an integrated cost and schedule
model for the project that includes risk impacts together with the quantified uncertainties in these predictions.

na

The models aggregated the simulation results of the Base+Uncertainty Costs, and Risk Costs. In the models,
“Risk” includes both Identified Risk and Unidentified (or Unknown) Risk. The models also include cost
elements to calculate the estimated cost impacts of schedule delays resulting from both Owner-caused and
Contractor-caused delay risks. The results are presented in terms of probabilistic distribution ranges rather
than single value estimates.

Fi

Escalation costs have not been included in the comparative analysis because their calculation is typically a
financing calculation reserved for evaluating the time-dependent cost of the entire project and the comparative analysis was not based on analyzing the entire project (see major items not included below); therefore,
presenting the results of an Escalation calculation at this time would be premature and misleading. Further,
the schedule (time-related) outcomes of the Comparative Schedule analysis show critical differences in both
the Construction period and when subsequent Revenue service will start; any accurate Escalation cost would
have to be based upon both of these findings. In sum, the Escalation calculation should be performed for
the entire project and should incorporate the durations identified in the risk-dependent schedule. (Note:
Any financing calculation should also include estimated income from Revenue service.)
The following work items common to both options were not included in the Comparative Analysis:
•
•
•
•
•

Sunk Costs
Trackwork
Control Systems
BART Vehicles
Newhall Yard & Shops
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Santa Clara Station (Surface)
Architectural Finishes and Fit-out work for the three Underground Stations
All Supporting Engineering for above items
Operation & Maintenance (O&M) after the first 30 years

In addition, several categories of risks that were identified in the Workshops were not included in the models. These categories are:
•
•
•

Risks that did not impact cost or schedule
Risks that equally impacted both options (self-cancelling)
“Existential” Risks; risks that would have attempted to quantify, in terms of dollars
and/or time, what was fundamentally an assessment upon the very existence of the project
(i.e., “risk that the Project would not receive FTA funding”).

Basis of Comparative Analysis for Both Options

•

ra

Cost Basis adjusted to December 2016
Basic (or Minimally) Mitigated Risks were used in the model (see below)
Market Forces were Evaluated (Pre-Bid Conditions)
Optimal Delivery/Contract Model was considered (TB – Design-Bid-Build, SB- DesignBuild)
Comparisons to be based on P80 Level (80% Probability of not exceeding)

lD

•
•
•
•

ft

Both Options were modelled using the following basis for comparison:

Quantitative Assessment Models using RIAAT

Fi

na

The quantitative alternative comparison between the subsurface portions of the Twin Bore and Single Bore
options was performed using RIAAT software to analyze 100,000 project cost simulations and 10,000 project schedule simulations for each option. The P80 level is the result found at 80th percentile of outcomes
ranked from lowest to highest (i.e., in 100,000 simulations, P80 is the cost result of the 80,000 highest costing
project simulation). We chose the 80th percentile for logical reasons. Washington State DOT routinely looks
at cost using probabilistic methods and their standard practice is to use the 60th percentile of cost for their
projects so that they can be assured of maintaining their project budgets over half the time. Due to the oneoff nature of this program, coupled with its size and complexity, we considered it appropriate to use a more
conservative assessment. For these reasons, it was determined that using the 80th percentile of potential cost
distributions would be appropriate for comparative purposes.
These simulations analyzed the comparative Base costs which were then subject to variable Uncertainty in
future prices and quantities based upon the level of each option’s design maturity/level of design completion
(65% TB vs. 20% SB). Risks that differentially affected the Cost or Duration of either option were rated to
derive a probability of occurrence and range of possible consequences (should the risk be triggered) and
loaded into the models. The Risks used in the model underwent a “Basic Mitigation” assessment in order
to filter out that portion of the original unmitigated Risk that would be removed after acknowledging a basic
level of oversight and diligence on the Owner’s part. In addition to specifically Identified Risks assessed
during the Workshops, the model also includes future Market Risk and Unidentified Risk which were based
on assessments of market forces and design maturity respectively, as well as Real Estate Savings Opportunity

3.1.d

and a Business Interruption Risk which were based on assessments of the differences in local community
impacts provided by each option. Finally, there is Schedule Risk which is calculated by RIAAT based upon
Owner-caused delays to achieving the project schedule; both Pre-Award and Post-Award of the Heavy Civil
(Tunnel & Shafts) Contract.
One difference between the two options is that Twin Bore was evaluated as a traditional Design-Bid-Build
Contract due to the level of design progress (65% Design) while Single Bore (20% Design), was evaluated
as a Design-Build Contract in order to investigate the advantages in potential schedule savings that pursuing
this type of contract delivery method might provide.
The figures below present the full range of results (P0 to P100) for the simulated Base + Uncertainty Construction Cost (Figure 2), the Construction Program Risk Cost (Figure 3), and Heavy Civil Construction Completion Dates (Figure 4) for both options. P0 is the lowest ranked result from the model’s simulations defining the left end of each curve and the P100 is the highest ranked result defining the right end of each curve.
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ft
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Figure 1: P0 through P100 Comparison between Single Bore and Twin Bore Alternatives (Construction Base + Uncertainty
Cost)
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Fi

Delta P80 $ 518 M
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Figure 2: P0 through P100 Comparison between Single Bore and Twin Bore Alternatives (Construction Program Risk Cost)
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Figure 3: P0 through P100 Completion Dates Heavy Civil Construction Single Bore - Twin Bore Comparison (in Calendar
Days)

ft

Top 10 Project Cost Risks

lD

ra

The next set of tables presents the Top 10 Cost Risks for each option. Of note here, is that the top three risks
for both options play an outsized roll in the overall risk exposure of their respective options. They are the
same three risks but the results and order of rank are not the same. Single Bore is more vulnerable to the
forces of both Market Risk and Unidentified Risks though it fares better than Twin Bore for the Costs of
Owner Delay. Another important point for consideration is that only one of the top three risks, “Unidentified Construction Risk” is predominantly random; the other two are heavily influenced by the actions taken
by the Owner and their Construction and Risk Management Team.

•

The potential swings in final project cost for the Twin Bore Option range from a possible impact
of $975+ million over the Base Cost (if all three risks occurred to their maximum impact) to approximately $0 over Base Cost (if all three risks occurred to their minimal impact).
For the Single Bore Option the range for its top three risks varies between potentially $1,775+
million to $440+million over Base Cost.

Fi

•

na

The bullet points below summarize the major impact these top three risks alone represent to their respective
options.

The two important takeaways from this section are that all risk (and opportunity) cost are only potential costs
and most risks can be greatly mitigated through the efforts of a solid project management team. Clearly,
whichever option is selected, reducing Market Risk and Owner-caused Project Delay will be top priorities for the Project Team.
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Twin Bore Top Ten Construction Cost Risks
Ranked According to P80 Results
Rank

Risk Description

First Step Mitigations

Market Risk

2

Unidentified Construction Risks

Advance Project Design to 100% Completion
Establish Risk Management Program to focus on identify‐
ing and mitigating risks as they emerge

3

Delay Cost from Owner‐caused Delay on Tun‐
nel Construction

Owner and Management Team need to prioritize elimina‐
tion of Owner‐caused delay as one of project's key goals

4

Process requires greater than anticipated
work to update design in order to achieve
code compliance (including BART BFS)

Combination of
‐ Establish Code Compliance Plan.
‐ Start to analyze & risk assess system design with all po‐
tential impacts and required mitigation as soon as possi‐
ble.
‐ (Re‐)design accordingly (either code‐compliant or by
performance‐based risk assessment).
‐ Ask for variances.

5

Changes have been made to baseline tunnel
alignment, in plan and profile. Additional bor‐
ings are necessary.

na
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1

Assemble proven and experienced management Team:
Project, Risk and Construction Managers
Proactively reach out to tunneling firms early in process
and continue dialog (Industry Day)

Review current status of vulnerable alignment locations
and assess obstacles to finalization and options
Design team prioritize finalization of alignment upon re‐
sumption of design, start needed borings ASAP

Impacts to neighborhoods due to construc‐
tion

7

Additional Construction Management (CM)
costs resulting from Owner‐caused Delays

Owner and Management Team need to prioritize elimina‐
tion of Owner‐caused delay as one of project's key goals

8

Additional VTA & BART Management costs
resulting from Owner‐caused Delays

Owner and Management Team need to prioritize elimina‐
tion of Owner‐caused delay as one of project's key goals

9

Delay Cost from Owner‐caused Delay on Un‐
derground Station Construction

Owner and Management Team need to prioritize elimina‐
tion of Owner‐caused delay as one of project's key goals

10

Additional Program Management (PM) costs
resulting from Owner‐caused Delays

Owner and Management Team need to prioritize elimina‐
tion of Owner‐caused delay as one of project's key goals

Fi

6

Combination of
‐ Real‐time monitoring of construction impacts (noise, vi‐
bration, dust, settlements etc.).
‐ Implement & maintain Public Information Officer, active
& ongoing community outreach program, “Neighbors”
Hotline, up to the minute website & media information.

Figure 4. Top 10 Twin Bore Cost Risks
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Single Bore Top Ten Construction Cost Risks
Ranked According to P80 Results
Rank

Risk Description

First Step Mitigations

Unidentified Construction Risks

Advance Project Design to 30% Completion (Design‐
Build)
Establish Risk Management Program to focus on iden‐
tifying and mitigating risks as they emerge

2

Market Risk

Assemble proven and experienced management
Team: Project, Risk and Construction Managers
Proactively reach out to tunneling firms early in pro‐
cess and continue dialog (Industry Day)

3

Delay Cost from Owner‐caused Delay on Tun‐
nel Construction

4

Additional Program Management (PM) costs
resulting from Owner‐caused Delays

5

Additional Construction Management (CM)
costs resulting from Owner‐caused Delays

6

Additional Final Design costs resulting from
Owner‐caused Delays

7

Additional VTA & BART Management costs re‐
sulting from Owner‐caused Delays

Owner and Management Team need to prioritize
elimination of Owner‐caused delay as one of project's
key goals

8

BART requires additional Training for O&M
Staff to facilitate work in new Single Bore fa‐
cilities

VTA must negotiate reasonable training parameters
and budget with BART

9

Impacts to neighborhoods due to construc‐
tion

Combination of
‐ Proactively Implement & maintain Public Infor‐
mation Officer, active & ongoing community outreach
program, “Neighbors” Hotline, up to the minute web‐
site & media information.
‐ Real‐time monitoring of construction impacts (noise,
vibration, dust, settlements etc.)

10

Additional Program Management (PM) costs
resulting from Owner‐caused Delays

Owner and Management Team need to prioritize
elimination of Owner‐caused delay as one of project's
key goals

ra
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Owner and Management Team need to prioritize
elimination of Owner‐caused delay as one of project's
key goals
Owner and Management Team need to prioritize
elimination of Owner‐caused delay as one of project's
key goals
Owner and Management Team need to prioritize
elimination of Owner‐caused delay as one of project's
key goals
Owner and Management Team need to minimize
"scope creep" and Owner‐requested design changes
Owner and Management Team need to prioritize
elimination of Owner‐caused delay as one of project's
key goals

lD

na

Fi

1

Figure 5. Top 10 Single Bore Cost Risks
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Top 10 Project Schedule Risks
The final set of tables show the Top 10 Schedule Risks for both options. The results indicate that Single
Bore is less-vulnerable to ground-caused risk (i.e. risk that is more subject to randomness and thus, less
mitigatable through management) and contains several opportunities for shortening schedule that are not
available to Twin Bore.

Twin Bore Top Ten Construction Schedule Risks
Ranked According to P80 Results
First Step Mitigations

Process required greater than anticipated
work to update design in order to achieve
code compliance (including BART BFS)

Combination of
‐ Establish Code Compliance Plan.
‐ Start to analyze & risk assess system design with all
potential impacts and required mitigation as soon as
possible.
‐ (Re‐)design accordingly (either code‐compliant or by
performance‐based risk assessment).
‐ Ask for variances.

ra

1

Risk Description

ft

Ra
nk

lD

na

Redesign of ventilation system required due
to need to conform with instantaneous fire
evacuation

Fi

2

Combination of
‐ Hi‐level agreement between VTA and BART to ad‐
dress instantaneous fire issue.
‐ Reach out to BART's key decision‐makers and in‐
clude appropriate staff transparently at all times.
‐ Start to analyze & risk assess instantaneous fire is‐
sues with all potential impacts and required mitiga‐
tion as soon as possible.
‐ (Re‐)design systems accordingly (either code‐compli‐
ant or by performance‐based risk assessment).
‐ Have independent, well‐known and recognized Sub‐
ject Matter Experts verify instantaneous fire issues
analysis with all potential impacts and required miti‐
gation.

3

Impacts to Downtown San Jose neighbor‐
hood due to construction

Combination of
‐ Proactively implement & maintain Public Infor‐
mation Officer, active & ongoing community outreach
program, “Neighbors” Hotline, up to the minute web‐
site & media information.
‐ Real‐time monitoring of construction impacts (noise,
vibration, dust, settlements etc.)

4

Impacts to Diridon neighborhood due to
construction

See #3 above

5

Impacts to Alum Rock neighborhood due to
construction

See #3 above
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7

Cut and cover station construction unearths
unexpected archeological artifacts at Down‐
town San Jose site.

Combination of
‐ Reach out to all AHJ's and best‐performing archeo‐
logical teams asap.
‐ Plan for compartmentalized archeological digging
sites.
‐ Plan for ("virtual" and physical) workarounds.
‐ Optimize schedules with allowance for archeological
digging.

8

Cut and cover station construction unearths
unexpected archeological artifacts at Alum
Rock site.

9

Changes are made to baseline tunnel align‐
ment, in plan and profile. Additional borings
are necessary.

TBM Drives from Diridon to Downtown San
Jose hit unpredicted man‐made wells during
excavation which stops progress of TBM

Fi

10

ra
See #7 above
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Above‐ground ground treatment for cross‐
passages more than anticipated in base

Combination of
‐ Review spec and Geo‐information to ensure best
practices are being followed (major impact if done
poorly)
‐ Plan all ground modification/treatment needs to be
performed from the surface where practical
‐ Re‐evaluate current SOP options for ground im‐
provement from surface.
‐ Logistical pre‐planning to be emphasized

Figure 6. Top 10 Twin Bore Schedule Risks

Review current status of vulnerable alignment loca‐
tions and assess obstacles to finalization and options
Design team prioritize finalization of alignment upon
resumption of design, start needed borings ASAP

Combination
‐ Reaching out to TBM manufacturer(s) to work out
this issue during design of TBM.
‐ Apply additional ground investigation & pre‐con‐
struction surveys to identify potential (man‐made)
obstructions.
‐ Use Ground Penetration Radar to localize instruc‐
tions before hitting.
‐ Pre‐plan to develop contingencies for this occur‐
rence.

3.1.d

Single Bore Top Ten Construction Schedule Risks
Ranked According to P80 Results
Rank

First Step Mitigations

The current BART system is a twin bore ver‐
sus the proposed VTA single bore (resulting
in Higher standard of "proof of design" re‐
quired for single bore solution )

Combination of
‐ Hi‐level agreement between VTA and BART that ei‐
ther options will be acceptable
‐ Hire facilitator to keep process moving (VTA to pro‐
vide to BART)
‐ Educate BART O&M's on advantages of additional
storage in SB approach
‐ Reach out to BART's key decision‐makers and include
appropriate staff transparently at all times.
‐ Start to analyze & risk assess system compatibility
with all potential impacts and required mitigation as
soon as possible.
‐ (Re‐)design systems accordingly (either code‐compli‐
ant or by performance‐based risk assessment).
‐ Have independent, well‐known and recognized Sub‐
ject Matter Experts verify system compatibility analy‐
sis with all potential impacts and required mitigation.

ra
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1

Risk Description
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Redesign of ventilation system required due
to need to conform with instantaneous fire
evacuation

Fi

2

Combination of
‐ Reach out to all key decision‐makers and include ap‐
propriate staff transparently at all times.
‐ Start to analyze & risk assess change of required ge‐
ometry issues with all potential impacts and required
mitigation as soon as possible.
‐ (Re‐)design stations accordingly (either code‐compli‐
ant or by performance‐based risk assessment).
‐ Have independent, well‐known and recognized Sub‐
ject Matter Experts verify stations with all potential
impacts and required mitigation.

3

Impacts to neighborhoods due to construc‐
tion

Combination of
‐ Proactively Implement & maintain Public Information
Officer, active & ongoing community outreach pro‐
gram, “Neighbors” Hotline, up to the minute website
& media information.
‐ Real‐time monitoring of construction impacts (noise,
vibration, dust, settlements etc.)

4

Opportunity to save Schedule by starting
Trackwork before the end of Heavy Civil
Construction [Opportunity]

Investigate further with Pre‐Design Team
Vet process/sequencing with Industry Experts
Describe conclusions in Design‐Build planning docu‐
ments
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5

Opportunity to save Schedule by eliminating
mid‐point ventillation shafts by using duct
work within the larger tunnel [Opportunity]

6

TBM Drive from Downtown San Jose to Alum
Rosk encounters different ground conditions
from the ones assumed during Preliminary
Engineering

9

ft

See #7 above

Cut and cover station construction unearths
unexpected archeological artifacts at Down‐
town San Jose site.

na

10

Lawsuits by local businesses around Alum
Rock Station
Lawsuits by local businesses around Down‐
town San Jose Station

ra

8

Lawsuits by local businesses around Diridon
Station

Combination of
‐ Proactively Implement & maintain Public Information
Officer, active & ongoing community outreach pro‐
gram, “Neighbors” Hotline, up to the minute website
& media information.
‐ Real‐time monitoring of construction impacts (noise,
vibration, dust, settlements etc.)

See #7 above

Combination of
‐ Reach out to all AHJ's and best‐performing archeo‐
logical teams asap.
‐ Plan for compartmentalized archeological digging
sites.
‐ Plan for ("virtual" and physical) workarounds.
‐ Optimize schedules with allowance for archeological
digging.

lD

7

Investigate further with Pre‐Design Team (both venti‐
lation and emergency/maintenance access considera‐
tions)
Confirm acceptability of results with Industry Experts
Describe conclusions in Design‐Build planning docu‐
ments
Combination
‐ Apply additional ground investigation borings in this
area.
‐ Pre‐plan to develop contingencies for this occurence.

4

Fi

Figure 7. Top 10 Single Bore Schedule Risks/Opportunities

Conclusion

The P80 level of comparison was selected by VTA as its organizational risk tolerance level which was to be
used in the comparison of results. The P80 level is the result found at the 80th percentile of outcomes ranked
from lowest to highest (i.e., in 100,000 simulations, P80 is the cost result of the 80,000 highest costing project
simulation). A dashboard summary of the P80 results is presented below.

Table 2. Dashboard Comparison of Twin Bore and Single Bore Options

ft
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The complete P80 comparison summary spreadsheet is shown below.

Table 3. P80 Comparison Summary Results Spreadsheet

5

Recommendations

The following recommendations are based on the results of the risk assessment and our current understanding of the project based on information provided to us by VTA up to the date of this report.
•

The integrated cost and schedule risk model should be updated at significant milestones during project development, execution and into commissioning (e.g. at pre-award, 25% completion, 50% completion and substantial completion for examples) to obtain improved project controls including riskfocused claims management and cash flow analysis.

•

A strong focus on identifying and implementing risk mitigation measures and their resulting potential impacts on estimated total costs, and especially on schedule, should start and then continue with
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frequent involvement of VTA’s Construction Management (CM) Team and eventually include the
contractor.
Key Risk Indicators should be developed for significant risks and these should be monitored over
time to indicate when risk mitigation measures should be started for optimal mitigation.

•

The contractor should be required to submit a Risk Register with their bid and then with their base
Schedule and update and review that Risk Register with the CM team quarterly.

•

Project Cost Controls that include risk components should be implemented to track cost development and to merge risk management and change order management. This will help VTA identify
risks that did not materialize so that any associated contingency funds allocated for these risks can
be released for other uses. It will also give VTA the opportunity to track risks that have materialized
and their impacts on the project which will improve its risk management practices for future projects.

Fi

na
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•

* Due to time constraints, only slides 1 to 150 were presented to the Board.

VTA’s BART Silicon Valley
Phase II Extension Project

VTA Board Workshop
September 22, 2017

Agenda
• Project Overview
• Criteria for Option Evaluation
• Station Location Options
• Tunneling Methodology Options
•
•
•
•
•

Tunnel Options Overview
Technical Studies Overview
Single-Bore Technical Study
Independent Tunneling Methodology Risk Assessment
Tunneling Methodology Comparative Analysis

• Summary of Recommendations

2

BART Phase II Decision Making Process
August 25th Board Workshop
•
History of Phase II project
•

Environmental clearance update

•

Environmental evaluation criteria

•

Steps to tunnel methodology decision

Today’s Board Workshop
•

Recommended Project Description for the Final SEIS/SEIR
•

Station Options

•

Tunneling Methodology Options
•

Technical Studies Overview

•

Risk Assessment Overview

•

Tunneling Methodology Comparative Analysis

October 5th Board Meeting
•

Staff Recommendation on Final Project Description

•

VTA Board’s approval of Final Project Description

3

Project Overview

4

VTA’s BART Silicon Valley
Phase I Extension
• 10-mile extension under construction
• 2 stations: Milpitas & Berryessa/North San
Jose
• Anticipated opening year ridership: 23,000
per average weekday
• $2.4 billion

Phase II Extension
•
•
•
•
•

6-mile extension (5-mile tunnel)
4 stations: Alum Rock/28th Street,
Downtown San Jose, Diridon, Santa Clara
Newhall Yard Maintenance Facility
Anticipated opening year ridership: 33,000
per average weekday
$4.7 billion*

*Pre‐Risk Assessed $, excludes finance costs
5

VTA/BART Partnership
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) Responsibilities
• Pay all costs associated with the extension
• Contracting/Procurement
• Construct to applicable BART/industry standards,
codes, and regulations
• Retain ownership of infrastructure
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) Responsibilities
• Technical assistance
• Operations
• Maintenance
• Fare policy

Santa Clara County is not part of the BART districts.
A Comprehensive Agreement provides a framework for the partnership.
6

Phase II Extension Project Timeline

August 25, 2017:
VTA Board
Workshop

October 5, 2017:
VTA Board Meeting
– Approval of Final
Project Description

New Starts FFGA
Engineering Application
Process
September 22, 2017:
VTA Board Workshop

March 2018

FTA Record of
Decision
March 2018

Receive FTA Full
Funding Grant
Agreement
December 2019
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VTA’s BART Phase II ‐ Project Schedule
Activity

Schedule

VTA Board Workshop – Project Overview, Environmental August 25, 2017
Process & Steps to Tunnel Methodology Decision
San Jose City Council

September 19, 2017

VTA Board Workshop – Draft Recommended Project
Description for Final SEIS/SEIR (Station Location
Options & Tunnel Methodology Options)

September 22, 2017

Joint BART/VTA Board Meeting

September 28, 2017

VTA Board Meeting – Select Final Project
Description

October 5, 2017

VTA Board Meeting – Certify Final SEIR/Approve Project January 4, 2018
BART Board Action on Final SEIR

January 2018

Record of Decision Anticipated to be Signed by FTA

March 2018

New Starts Project Development Phase Complete

March 2018
8

Phase II Extension Project Options
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2016 Draft Supplemental EIS/Subsequent EIR
NEPA/Federal Alternatives
• No Build Alternative
• BART Extension Alternative (4 stations)

Existing view from Autumn Street

Diridon Station – North Option with Single‐Bore Tunnel –
BART Extension Alternative
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2016 Draft Supplemental EIS/Subsequent EIR
CEQA/State Alternatives
• No Build Alternative
• BART Extension Alternative (4 stations)
• BART Extension with Transit-Oriented Joint Development
(TOJD) Alternative (4 stations)

Existing View of West Santa Clara Street

Diridon Station North and South Option –
BART Extension with TOJD Alternative
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Federal Environmental Process Timeline
Oct. 5
VTA Board selects
Project
Description for
Final SEIS/SEIR

Mid Oct.
VTA submits
Recommended
Project
Description to
FTA

Early Nov.
VTA submits 2nd
Administrative
Final SEIS/SEIR to
FTA

Early Dec.
Final SEIS/SEIR
publicly available

Late Nov.
FTA approves Final
SEIS/SEIR for
printing

Jan. 4
VTA Board
certifies FEIR/
approves
Project

Early Feb.
CEQA legal
challenge period
ends

Mid Feb.
VTA drafts
Record of
Decision (ROD)

Mar. 2018
FTA issues
Record of
Decision (ROD)

Mar. 2018
End of Project
Development
Phase

12

Criteria for Option Evaluation

13

Options Under Consideration
Downtown
San Jose
Station

Diridon
Station

Tunneling
Methodology

East Option
West Option

South Option
North Option

Twin‐Bore
Single‐Bore

14

Evaluation Criteria Purpose

• Evaluation criteria used to provide qualitative and quantitative
assessment of the options
• Used in determination of staff recommendation to the Board of
Directors
• This process has been readily used on all environmental
documents created for capital projects
• Board input requested on evaluation criteria
• Preliminary staff recommendation will be presented today

15

Evaluation Criteria for Station Location Options
Constructability

•
•
•
•

Construction method
Construction impacts
Infrastructure impacts
Impacts to cultural resources

Connectivity

• Connectivity to nearby transit,
downtown amenities

Economic Development

• Near-term and long-term impacts

Project Ridership

• Projected ridership

Cost

•
•
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure impacts
Sub-surface easements
Construction staging areas
Utility relocations
Traffic impacts/mitigation
Engineering
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Evaluation Criteria for Tunneling Methodology
Constructability

•
•
•
•
•

Cut-and-cover requirements
Emergency egress construction
Infrastructure impacts
Transportation and business impacts
Impacts to cultural resources

System Operations

•
•
•
•

Routine operations
Ventilation systems
Station platforms
Routine maintenance

Economic Development

• Construction impacts
• Mitigation

Passenger Experience

• Platform accessibility
• Station depth

Cost

•
•
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure impacts
Sub-surface easements
Construction staging areas
Utility relocations
Traffic impacts/mitigation
Engineering
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Station Location Options
Downtown San Jose Station
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CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREA

UNDERGROUND STATION, SYSTEM FACILITIES

CUT‐AND‐COVER CONSTRUCTION AREA

SYSTEM FACILITIES (ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND)

STATION ENTRANCE OPTIONS

PUBLIC FACILITY/
VTA’S TRANSIT‐ORIENTED JOINT DEVELOPMENT

Downtown San Jose Station – West (Twin‐Bore)
Draft Conceptual Exhibit
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CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREA

UNDERGROUND STATION, SYSTEM FACILITIES

CUT‐AND‐COVER CONSTRUCTION AREA

SYSTEM FACILITIES (ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND)

STATION ENTRANCE OPTIONS

PUBLIC FACILITY/
VTA’S TRANSIT‐ORIENTED JOINT DEVELOPMENT

Downtown San Jose Station – East (Twin‐Bore)
Draft Conceptual Exhibit
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Draft Conceptual Exhibit

Downtown Station (Twin‐Bore)

West Option

East Option
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CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREA

UNDERGROUND STATION, SYSTEM FACILITIES,
STATION CONCOURSE

CUT‐AND‐COVER CONSTRUCTION AREA

SYSTEM FACILITIES (ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND)

STATION ENTRANCE OPTIONS

PUBLIC FACILITY/
VTA’S TRANSIT‐ORIENTED JOINT DEVELOPMENT

Downtown San Jose Station – West (Single‐Bore)
Draft Conceptual Exhibit
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CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREA

UNDERGROUND STATION, SYSTEM FACILITIES,
STATION CONCOURSE

CUT‐AND‐COVER CONSTRUCTION AREA

SYSTEM FACILITIES (ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND)

STATION ENTRANCE OPTIONS

PUBLIC FACILITY/
VTA’S TRANSIT‐ORIENTED JOINT DEVELOPMENT

Downtown San Jose Station – East (Single‐Bore)
Draft Conceptual Exhibit
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Draft Conceptual Exhibit

Downtown Station (Single‐Bore)

West Option

East Option

24

Constructability

Summary

Downtown West Option
Twin‐Bore Construction
 Entrance on VTA property
• Extensive impacts to transit
• Greater effort required to
protect historic resources
• Extensive utility relocation on
Market and Santa Clara streets
Single‐Bore Construction
 Entrance on VTA property
• Greater effort required to
protect historic resources

Downtown East Option
Twin‐Bore Construction
 Reduced impacts to transit
 Reduced effort required to
protect historic resources
• Significant conflicts with SJSC
Towers development
• Extensive utility relocation on
Santa Clara Street
Single‐Bore Construction
• Entrance impacts City Hall
garage
 Reduced effort required to
protect historic resources

Connectivity

 Transit
 Downtown Employment Center
• City Hall and San Jose State University

• Transit
• Downtown Employment Center
 City Hall and San Jose State University

Economic Development

 Maximizes developable area
 Reinforces sense of place
• Business impacts during construction



•
•

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Lower overall base cost

•

Project Ridership

Cost

Maximizes developable area
Reinforces sense of place
Business impacts during construction
Direct conflict with SJSC Towers development

Higher overall base cost
25

Summary

Connectivity

Constructability

Economic Development

Project Ridership

Cost

Downtown West Option

Downtown East Option
 Reduced impacts to transit
 Reduced effort required to protect historic
resources
• Significant conflicts with approved SJSC Towers
development
• Extensive utility relocation on Santa Clara Street
• Entrance impacts City Hall garage

 Entrance on VTA property
• Extensive impacts to transit
• Greater effort required to protect historic
resources
• Extensive utility relocation on Market and Santa
Clara streets

Transit
 Excellent connectivity
Downtown Employment Center
 Direct access
City Hall and SJSU
• Good access

Transit
• Good connectivity
Downtown Employment Center
• Good access
City Hall and SJSU
 Direct access

 Maximizes developable area
 Reinforces sense of place
• Business impacts during construction



•
•

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Lower overall base cost

• Higher overall base cost

Maximizes developable area
Reinforces sense of place
Business impacts during construction
Direct conflict with SJSC Towers development
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Summary
Constructability

Economic Development

Connectivity

Project Ridership
Cost

Downtown West Option

Downtown East Option
 Reduced impacts to transit
 Reduced effort required to protect historic
resources
• Significant conflicts with approved SJSC Towers
development
• Extensive utility relocation on Santa Clara Street
• Entrance impacts City Hall garage

 Entrance on VTA property
• Extensive impacts to transit
• Greater effort required to protect historic
resources
• Extensive utility relocation on Market and Santa
Clara streets


•

Transit
Downtown Employment Center
City Hall and San Jose State University

Twin‐Bore Construction
 Maximizes developable area
 Reinforces sense of place
• Business impacts during
construction
Single‐Bore Construction
 Maximizes developable area
 Reinforces sense of place

• Transit
• Downtown Employment Center
 City Hall and San Jose State University

Twin‐Bore Construction
• Reduced developable area
 Extends downtown core &
activates City Hall plaza
• Business impacts during
construction
• Direct conflict with SJSC Towers
development
Single‐Bore Construction
• Reduced developable area
 Extends downtown core &
activates City Hall plaza

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Lower overall base cost

•

Higher overall base cost
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Summary

•
•
•

Entrance on VTA property
Extensive impacts to transit
Greater effort required to protect historic resources
Extensive utility relocation on Market and Santa
Clara streets

Downtown East Option
 Reduced impacts to transit
 Reduced effort required to protect historic resources
• Significant conflicts with approved SJSC Towers
development
• Extensive utility relocation on Santa Clara Street
• Entrance impacts City Hall garage

Connectivity

 Transit
 Downtown Employment Center
• City Hall and San Jose State University

• Transit
• Downtown Employment Center
 City Hall and San Jose State University

Economic Development

 Maximizes developable area
 Reinforces sense of place
• Business impacts during construction



•
•

Project Ridership

Constructability

Downtown West Option

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Similar ridership anticipated

Cost

 Lower overall base cost

•

Maximizes developable area
Reinforces sense of place
Business impacts during construction
Direct conflict with SJSC Towers development

Higher overall base cost
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Summary
Constructability

Downtown West Option

Downtown East Option
 Reduced impacts to transit
 Reduced effort required to protect historic
resources
• Significant conflicts with approved SJSC Towers
development
• Extensive utility relocation on Santa Clara Street
• Entrance impacts City Hall garage

 Entrance on VTA property
• Extensive impacts to transit
• Greater effort required to protect historic
resources
• Extensive utility relocation on Market and Santa
Clara streets

Connectivity

 Transit
 Downtown Employment Center
• City Hall and San Jose State University

• Transit
• Downtown Employment Center
 City Hall and San Jose State University

Economic Development

 Maximizes developable area
 Reinforces sense of place
• Business impacts during construction



•
•

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Similar ridership anticipated

Base Cost
• Higher infrastructure costs
• Higher sub‐surface easement
costs
• Higher utility relocation costs
 Lower acquisition costs
 Lower overall costs

Base Cost
 Lower infrastructure costs
 Lower sub‐surface easement
costs
 Lower utility relocation costs
• Higher acquisition costs
• Higher overall costs

Cost

Project Ridership

Maximizes developable area
Reinforces sense of place
Business impacts during construction
Direct conflict with SJSC Towers development
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Summary

Downtown West Option
•

Constructability

Connectivity

Economic
Development

Project Ridership
Cost

Twin‐Bore Construction
 Entrance on VTA property
• Extensive impacts to transit
• Greater effort required to protect
historic resources
• Extensive utility relocation on
Market and Santa Clara streets
• Single‐Bore Construction
 Entrance on VTA property
• Greater effort required to protect
historic resources

Downtown East Option
•

Twin‐Bore Construction
 Reduced impacts to transit
 Reduced effort required to protect
historic resources
• Significant conflicts with approved
SJSC Towers development
• Extensive utility relocation on Santa
Clara Street
• Single‐Bore Construction
• Entrance impacts City Hall garage
 Reduced effort required to protect
historic resources

 Transit
 Downtown Employment Center
• City Hall and San Jose State University

• Transit
• Downtown Employment Center
 City Hall and San Jose State University

 Maximizes developable area
 Reinforces sense of place
• Business impacts during construction



•
•

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Lower overall base cost

•

Maximizes developable area
Reinforces sense of place
Business impacts during construction
Direct conflict with SJSC Towers
development

Higher overall base cost
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Questions?
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Station Location Options
Diridon Station

32

CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREA

UNDERGROUND STATION, SYSTEM FACILITIES

CUT‐AND‐COVER CONSTRUCTION AREA

SYSTEM FACILITIES (ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND)

STATION ENTRANCE OPTIONS

PUBLIC FACILITY/
VTA’S TRANSIT‐ORIENTED JOINT DEVELOPMENT

Diridon Station – North (Twin‐Bore)
Draft Conceptual Exhibit
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CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREA

UNDERGROUND STATION, SYSTEM FACILITIES

CUT‐AND‐COVER CONSTRUCTION AREA

SYSTEM FACILITIES (ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND)

STATION ENTRANCE OPTIONS

PUBLIC FACILITY/
VTA’S TRANSIT‐ORIENTED JOINT DEVELOPMENT

Diridon Station – South (Twin‐Bore)
Draft Conceptual Exhibit
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Draft Conceptual Exhibit

Diridon Station (Twin‐Bore)
North Option

South Option
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CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREA

UNDERGROUND STATION, SYSTEM FACILITIES,
STATION CONCOURSE

CUT‐AND‐COVER CONSTRUCTION AREA

SYSTEM FACILITIES (ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND)

STATION ENTRANCE OPTIONS

PUBLIC FACILITY/
VTA’S TRANSIT‐ORIENTED JOINT DEVELOPMENT

Diridon Station – North (Single‐Bore)
Draft Conceptual Exhibit
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CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREA

UNDERGROUND STATION, SYSTEM FACILITIES,
STATION CONCOURSE

CUT‐AND‐COVER CONSTRUCTION AREA

SYSTEM FACILITIES (ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND)

STATION ENTRANCE OPTIONS

PUBLIC FACILITY/
VTA’S TRANSIT‐ORIENTED JOINT DEVELOPMENT

Diridon Station – South (Single‐Bore)
Draft Conceptual Exhibit

37 37

Draft Conceptual Exhibit

Diridon Station (Single‐Bore)
North Option

South Option
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Constructability

Summary

Connectivity

Economic Development

Project Ridership

Cost

Diridon South Option

Diridon North Option

Twin‐Bore Construction
 Reduced impacts to West Santa
Clara Street
• In heart of developable parcels
• May be in conflict with
development project at Delmas
Single‐Bore Construction
• In heart of developable parcels
• May be in conflict with
development project at Delmas

Twin‐Bore Construction
• Impacts to West Santa Clara
Street
• Complex construction technique
under Caltrain guideway
 Avoids potential impacts with
project at Delmas
Single‐Bore Construction
 Provides flexibility with regard to
construction coordination with
other projects
 Avoids potential impacts with
project at Delmas

 Similar connectivity to transit and downtown

 Similar connectivity to transit and downtown

Alignment footprint effects development potential
Near‐term impact on the implementation of area
development plans
 Long‐term benefits

 Alignment footprint more easily incorporated into
overall development plan
 Near‐term benefits to the implementation of area
development plans
 Long‐term benefits

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Infrastructure Impacts

•

•
•

Infrastructure Impacts
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Summary

Connectivity

Constructability

Economic Development

Project Ridership

Cost

Diridon South Option
 Reduced impacts to West Santa Clara Street
• In heart of developable parcels
• May be in conflict with development project at
Delmas

 Similar connectivity to transit

Diridon North Option
•
•

Impacts to West Santa Clara Street
Complex construction technique under Caltrain
guideway
 Provides flexibility with regard to construction
coordination with other projects
 Avoids potential impacts with project at Delmas

 Similar connectivity to transit

Alignment footprint effects development potential
Near‐term impact on the implementation of area
development plans
 Long‐term benefits

 Alignment footprint more easily incorporated into
overall development plan
 Near‐term benefits to the implementation of area
development plans
 Long‐term benefits

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Infrastructure Impacts

•

•
•

Infrastructure Impacts
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Summary
Constructability

Economic
Development

Connectivity

Project Ridership

Cost

Diridon South Option
 Reduced impacts to West Santa Clara Street
• In heart of developable parcels
• May be in conflict with development project at
Delmas

Diridon North Option
•
•

Impacts to West Santa Clara Street
Complex construction technique under Caltrain
guideway
 Provides flexibility with regard to construction
coordination with other projects
 Avoids potential impacts with project at Delmas

 Similar connectivity to transit and downtown

 Similar connectivity to transit and downtown

• Alignment footprint effects
development potential
• Near‐term impact on the
implementation of area
development plans
 Long‐term benefits

 Alignment footprint more easily
incorporated into overall
development plan
 Near‐term flexibility for the
implementation of area
development plans
 Long‐term benefits

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Infrastructure Impacts

•

Infrastructure Impacts
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Summary
Constructability

 Reduced impacts to West Santa Clara Street
• In heart of developable parcels
• May be in conflict with development project at
Delmas

 Similar connectivity to transit and downtown

Diridon North Option
•
•

Impacts to West Santa Clara Street
Complex construction technique under Caltrain
guideway
 Provides flexibility with regard to construction
coordination with other projects
 Avoids potential impacts with project at Delmas
 Similar connectivity to transit and downtown

Alignment footprint effects development potential
Near‐term impact on the implementation of area
development plans
 Long‐term benefits

 Alignment footprint more easily incorporated into
overall development plan
 Near‐term benefits to the implementation of area
development plans
 Long‐term benefits

Project Ridership

Connectivity

Diridon South Option

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Similar ridership anticipated

Cost

 Infrastructure Impacts

•

Economic Development

•
•

Infrastructure Impacts
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Summary
Constructability

Connectivity

Economic Development

Cost

Project Ridership

Diridon South Option
 Reduced impacts to West Santa Clara Street
• In heart of developable parcels
• May be in conflict with development project at
Delmas

 Similar connectivity to transit and downtown

Diridon North Option
•
•

Impacts to West Santa Clara Street
Complex construction technique under Caltrain
guideway
 Provides flexibility with regard to construction
coordination with other projects
 Avoids potential impacts with project at Delmas

 Similar connectivity to transit and downtown

Alignment footprint effects development potential
Near‐term impact on the implementation of area
development plans
 Long‐term benefits

 Alignment footprint more easily incorporated into
overall development plan
 Near‐term benefits to the implementation of area
development plans
 Long‐term benefits

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Similar ridership anticipated

Infrastructure Impacts
 No conflict with Caltrain
guideway

Infrastructure Impacts
• Station partially under Caltrain
guideway: ~$50 million more
• Potential for more utility
relocations

•
•
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Summary

Diridon South Option

Diridon North Option

Twin‐Bore Construction
 Reduced impacts to West Santa
Clara Street
• In heart of developable parcels
• May be in conflict with development
project at Delmas
Single‐Bore Construction
• In heart of developable parcels
• May be in conflict with development
project at Delmas

Twin‐Bore Construction
• Impacts to West Santa Clara Street
• Complex construction technique
under Caltrain guideway
 Avoids potential impacts with
project at Delmas
Single‐Bore Construction
 Provides flexibility with regard to
construction coordination with other
projects
 Avoids potential impacts with
project at Delmas

Connectivity

 Similar connectivity to transit

 Similar connectivity to transit

Economic
Development

• Alignment footprint effects
development potential
• Near‐term impact on the
implementation of area development
plans
 Long‐term benefits

 Alignment footprint more easily
incorporated into overall development
plan
 Near‐term flexibility for the
implementation of area development
plans
 Long‐term benefits

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Similar ridership anticipated

 Infrastructure Impacts

• Infrastructure Impacts

Constructability

Project Ridership
Cost
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Draft Station Location Recommendations for
Project Description for Final SEIS/SEIR

Downtown
San Jose
Station

Diridon
Station

East Option
West Option

South Option
North Option
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Questions?
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Tunneling Methodology Options

47

Tunnel Options Overview
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Tunnel Options Overview

• Options
• Twin-Bore
• Single-Bore

• Why Single-Bore?
•
•
•
•

Ten years passed
Due Diligence
Alignments & Stations
Tunneling Technology
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Twin‐Bore and Single‐Bore Tunnels
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Tunnel Boring Machine ‐ 45 ft. Diameter

Project: Istanbul Strait Road
Tube Crossing
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Istanbul Strait Road Tube Crossing
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Single‐Bore Track Configuration
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Single‐Bore Side‐by‐Side
Track Configuration
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Single‐Bore Crossover
Track Configuration
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Single‐Bore Stacked at Stations
Track Configuration
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Single‐Bore Stacked
Track Configuration
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Single‐Bore Guideway Transition from Stacked to
Side‐by‐Side Configuration
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Single‐Bore Configuration Emergency Egress
Side‐ by‐ Side Configuration

59
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Single‐Bore Configuration Emergency Egress
Stacked Configuration

60
60

Tunnel Boring Machine ‐ 22 ft. Diameter

Project: Second Avenue Subway
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Typical Twin‐Bore Mined Cross Passage
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Mid‐Tunnel Ventilation Structure

Twin‐Bore Configuration
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Twin‐Bore and Single‐Bore Stations
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Twin‐Bore Cut‐and‐Cover Station Construction
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Schematic Twin‐Bore Station
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Typical Twin‐Bore Station
19th Street BART Station
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Schematic Single‐Bore Station
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Single‐Bore Station Interior Rendering
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Single‐Bore Station Platform
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Point of Safety at Twin‐Bore and Single‐Bore Stations

Exit to Public Space

Exit to Public Space

Point of Safety

Point of Safety
Point of Safety
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Technical Studies Overview
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VTA Studies
•
•

Single-Bore Feasibility Study
Single-Bore Technical Studies: Key issues
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bore Diameter (Track, Platforms, Systems)
Track Alignment
Station Configuration
Ventilation Concept
Egress Modeling
Cost & Schedule Estimate

•

Independent Risk Assessment
(Cost and Schedule)

•

Conclusion: Both Options are Suitable
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Evaluative Approach
Consider Tunnel Separate from Stations
Tunnel

Stations

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Constructability
Track Configuration
System Configuration
Operations
Safety
Maintenance

Constructability
Platforms Configuration
Systems Configuration
Vertical Circulation
Passenger Experience
Operations
Maintenance
Safety
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Single‐Bore Technical Study
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Single‐Bore Technical Study Overview

• Purpose
• Approach (Physical; Operations)
• Subject Matter Experts: HNTB
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Study Objectives

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tunnel Diameter and Depth
Tunnel Alignment
Station Configuration
Passenger Circulation
Station and Tunnel Ventilation
Emergency Egress
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Single‐Bore Study Team Organization

‐ Team of technical experts
‐ Delivered objective fact‐
based assessment
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Advancements in Larger Diameter TBM Technology
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cutter head motors more powerful
Complex ground navigation
Advanced TBM control –
great amount of data processing
Better performance in urban areas
Advanced foams/additives
Better ground support
Cutting tools monitoring
Predicable maintenance cycles
Special lock systems
Atmospheric cutting tools changes
Better seal / gasket design
Water tightness
GPR built in for boulder detection

45 ft. DIA

57 ft. DIA
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Recent Single‐Bore Transit Project

•
•
•
•
•
•

The longest automated metro line in
Europe
47.8 km line with 50 stations
12 m (39.4 ft.) DIA single-bore tunnel
Platform access by elevators, escalators
and staircases
Platform doors at all stations
Cost $8.4B
•

Barcelona
Metro Line 9

Construction started in 2002
•
•

First three sections of the line
commissioned in 2009 and 2010
Most of construction concluded in
2014
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Trending Increases in Tunnel Diameter
(Projects completed by 2012)
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Large Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) Projects
Start Date/ TBM Launch
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2016
2016
2016
2016
2015
2015
2015
2015
2013
2013
2011
2013
2011
2011
2012
2011

Country
China
China
Australia
China
Japan
China
China
China
China
Italy
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
China
China
Italy
China
New Zealand
USA
China
China
Italy

Project
Shenzhen highway tunnel

Suai highway tunnel, Shenzhen
Melbourne West Gate Highway

Suai highway tunnel, Shenzhen
Tokyo Outer Ring Road Kan‐etsu to Tomei
Shanghai Zhuguang Road Tunnel
Shanghai Yanjiang A30 Motorway
Shanghai Bei Heng Motorway
Zhuhai Hengqin Tunnel
Santa Lucia Highway Tunnel, A1 near Firenze
Lung Shan Tunnel

Tuen Mun ‐ Chek Lap Kok subsea highway link
Liantang Highway Project
Wuhan Metro road/metro river crossing

Shouxhiou Lake Highway Tunnel
Caltanissetta highway tunnel, Sicily

Shanghai West Changjiang Yangtze River Road Tunnel
Waterview highway connection, Auckland
Alaskan Way highway replacement tunnel

Weisan Road Tunnel, Nanjing
Shanghai Hongmei Road
A1 Sparvo highway tunnel

Source: TunnelTalk, Sept. 2017

Diameter (feet)
51.837
50.197
51.181
50.197
52.822
47.277
50.623
50.951
48.885
52.067
46.260
57.743
46.260
51.706
48.983
49.475
50.623
47.277
57.349
48.983
48.983
51.017
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Large Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) Projects
Start Date/ TBM Launch
2010
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2006
2006

Country
Spain
China
China
China
China
China
China
Canada

2005

Spain

2004
2004
2004
2001
2000
1997

Russia
China
Japan
Russia
The Netherlands
Germany

1994

Japan

Project
Seville SE‐40 Highway Tunnels

Hangzhou Qianjiang Under River Tunnel
Yingbinsan Road Tunnel, Shanghai
Nanjing Yangtze River Tunnel

Bund Tunnel, Shanghai
Jungong Road Subaqueous Tunnel, Shanghai
Shanghai Changjiang under river highway tunnel
Niagara Water Diversion Tunnel

Madrid Calle 30 Highway Tunnels
Moscow Silberwald Highway Tunnel
Shangzhong Road Subacqueous Tunnel, Shanghai
Tokyo Metro
Moscow Lefortovo Highway Tunnel

Groenehart double‐track rail tunnel
Hamburg 4th Elbe River Highway Tunnel
Trans Tokyo Bay Highway Tunnel

Diameter (feet)
45.932
50.623
46.818
48.983
46.818
48.786
50.623
47.244
49.869
49.213
46.588
48.786
46.522
46.588
48.786
46.588
46.391

Source: TunnelTalk, Sept. 2017
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Study Objectives
Key Assumptions Jointly Developed with BART
1.
2.
3.
4.

Side‐by‐Side track configuration maximized
Scissor crossover No. 15
Maximum Train Load: 2500 passengers
No point on platform shall be more than 300 feet from
a point of safety
5. Two elevators in paid zones
6. Medium fire growth rate for consistency with original
2008 design
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Tunnel Diameter and Depth

Critical section:
–

1.

BFS Compliance
–
–
–

2.

Two‐over‐two section at transitions
Vehicle clearance envelopes
Liner construction tolerances
TBM steering tolerances

Key Focus: BART Safety, Operations and
Maintenance
–

National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) 130 requirements
– Systems space proofing at typical sections

3.

Tunnel Spaceproofing Allows:
–
–
–
–

Structural fire durability
Blast stand‐off distance
Resilient tracks, “floating slabs”
BFS seismic clearances

41 feet Internal Diameter
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Tunnel Depth ‐ Geology

• Geotechnical, Geology and Hydrogeology Considerations
– Most geotechnical data already collected
– High groundwater table
– Larger diameter and deeper profile

Twin‐Bore Tunnel Horizon

Single‐Bore Tunnel Horizon
86

Station Configuration

Major Considerations
•
•
•

Intermodal connections
Right of Way Considerations
BFS requirements
– No point on platform more than 300 feet from Point of Safety (POS)

•
•

Minimum two Entrances
Positioning of Ventilation/System Buildings
– Proximity to both ends of platform
– Maximize single‐bore space utilization
• Ventilation Equipment
• Ancillary Rooms
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Downtown San Jose Station Configuration
Upper Platform Level
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Station Configuration
Typical Section at Station:
• Two unobstructed 15’‐6” wide
platforms
– 29 sf/person (Level of Service A)

• Exceeds BFS requirements:
– 8‐foot min. platform width,
(non‐continuous obstructions)
– 10‐foot min. platform width,
(continuous obstructions)
– 7 sf/person min.
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Downtown San Jose Station Configuration
West Option, West Entrance

VTA Block

66’ – 6”

85’ – 0”

Santa Clara Street
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Downtown San Jose Station Configuration
West Entrance Interior Rendering
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Downtown San Jose Station Configuration
West Entrance Interior Rendering
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Downtown San Jose Station Configuration
Platform Rendering
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Station and Tunnel Ventilation

Ventilation Analysis
• Purpose
– Confirm viable ventilation concept
• Emergency ventilation determines ventilation capacity requirements
• Develop fire hazard analysis demonstrating patrons can safely self evacuate and first
responders can gain access

• Criteria
– Smoke visibility
– Temperature control
– Limit build up of carbon monoxide
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Fire Life Safety Findings

• Single‐Bore Tunnel Ventilation Operation Same as Twin‐Bore
• Ventilation system more efficient in getting air flow in the
tunnels
• Single‐Bore Station Geometry More Efficient at Mitigating Fire
Hazards in Egress Passages
• Single‐Bore Station Point of Safety Established Shorter
Distance from Incident Platform
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Point of Safety Code/Standard Provisions

• BART Facilities Standard (BFS) 3.0.3
– Architecture – Passenger Stations
– Civil
– Mechanical

• BFS refers to California Building Code (CBC) (Cal. Code Regs.,
Title 24) Vol I – Section 443
• In 2016 CBC adopted 2014 NFPA 130 with additions and
amendments (Title 24 Vol 2 – Chapter 35)
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Station Point of Safety Concept

FORCED EXHAUST AIR VENTILATION:
 LIMITS THE SPREAD OF FIRE
HAZARDS WITHIN PLATFORM AND
STATION ENTRANCE SHAFTS
 PROVIDES TENABLE ENVIRONMENT
IN PATH OF EGRESS VIA INDUCED
MAKE UP FRESH AIR FLOW

VTA Block

POINT OF SAFETY ZONE
INDUCED MAKE UP
FRESH AIR FLOW
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Emergency Egress for Station

• Two Analyses for Downtown San Jose Station (West)
– Spreadsheet‐based analysis
– Simulation analysis with Legion Spaceworks software

• Key Criteria: NFPA 130 (also reflected in BFS)
– Clear platforms in 4 minutes or less
– Reach a “Point of Safety” in 6 minutes or less

• Key Assumptions from BART
– One peak load train with 2,500 passengers
– Off‐peak ¼ load in opposite direction, 625 passengers
– Platform loads include delay equal to one headway
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Emergency Egress for Station

Station Analysis Results
• Platform Clearance
– Clearance of Lower Platform in 3.5 minutes in AM peak
– Clearance of Upper Platform in 3.8 minutes in PM peak

• Time to Reach Point of Safety
– Point of safety will be provided at each of the platform exits
– Therefore, time to reach a Point of Safety is the same as platform
clearance time
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Emergency Egress for Downtown San Jose Station
Legion Model
Lower Platform ‐ 30 seconds

Lower Platform ‐ 1 minute

Lower Platform ‐ 3 minutes, 30 seconds
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Emergency Egress for Running Tunnel
•

BART Facility Standards modification to NFPA 130 Prescriptive
Provisions
– BFS cross‐passage spacing 300 feet
– NFPA 130 cross‐passage spacing <800 feet

•

Special Flow Conditions Identified along Emergency Walkway
– 25 cross‐passages include stairwell
– 51 cross‐passages do not include stairwell

•
•
•

Track Crossover Conditions
Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS)+Evac Simulations
Use of Rescue Train in Emergency – fully compatible
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Emergency Egress for Running Tunnel
Side‐ by‐ Side Configuration

102
102

Emergency Egress for Running Tunnel
Stacked Configuration

103
103

Emergency Egress for Running Tunnel
Cross-Passages at Transitions - fully meet NFPA 130
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Platform Depths & Point of Safety (POS) Depths of Transit Stations
Station

Project/System

City

Platform
Depth

POS
Depth

Downtown San Jose
(Single‐Bore Option)

BART Silicon Valley Phase II

San Jose, CA

Upper: 66'6" Upper: 66'6"
Lower: 85'
Lower: 85'

72nd Street

Second Avenue Subway

New York, NY

89'

72’

Chinatown

Central Subway

San Francisco, CA

92'

77'

Union Square/Market Street

Central Subway

San Francisco, CA

92'

22'

2nd Street/Hope

Regional Connector

Los Angeles, CA

92' 11"

92' 11"

86th Street

Second Avenue Subway

New York, NY

94'

77'

Roosevelt Island

IND 63rd Street Subway

New York, NY

96'

78'

34th Street

Number 7 Line Extension

New York, NY

103'

103'

63rd Street

Lexington Avenue Subway

New York, NY

116'

116'

Grand Central Terminal

LIRR East Side Access

New York, NY

155'

50'

Bergenline Avenue

Hudson Bergen Light Rail

Union City, NJ

155'

155'

Barcelona Metro

Line 9

Barcelona, Spain

196'

196'
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Questions?
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Independent Tunneling
Methodology Risk Assessment
Overview

107

Tunneling Methodology ‐ Independent Risk Assessment
Objective: Identify and characterize risks to a level of
detail and precision sufficient for decision making.
Approach:
• Review of technical information
• Consult with stakeholders
• Identify and analyze risks
Subject Matter Experts: Aldea Services

108

ALDEA
SERVICES

BSV Phase II -Tunneling Methodology
Independent Risk Assessment
September 22, 2017
Prepared for:

June
29, 2017
September
22, 2017
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Agenda

•Introductions
•Scope of Our Work
•Summary of Work Process
•Discussion of Critical Issues
•Results
•Next Steps

September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017

BSVII ‐ CA IRA ‐ Presentation of Preliminary Results
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Introductions

Bob
Goodfellow, PE

Jim
Brady, PE

Alfred
Moergeli, FH

Angel
Del Amo

Senior Vice President

Senior Associate

President

Senior Tunnel Engineer

BS, Mining Engineering,
Colorado School of
Mines

BS, Zurich University of
Applied Science, Switzerland

M.S., Civil Engineering
Polytechnic University
of Madrid (UAX), Spain

Safety & Health Engineer.
More than 30 years of tunnel
and underground
construction. Worked for
contractors, construction
management and owners.
Qualitative & quantitative risk
assessments and risk
management

12 years’ experience of
geotechnical/structural
engineering in tunnel
design including Lead
Tunnel Design positions
on major underground
projects in Europe and
North America.

M.S., DIC Engineering
Rock Mechanics, Imperial
College
BS, ACGI Civil
Engineering,
Imperial College
Global expertise in
tunnel design and
construction risk
management analysis,
technologies of tunneling
and contracting strategies
June
29, 2017
September
22, 2017

30 years of tunnel and
underground Design and
construction. Worked for
a contractor as an
estimator. Design
expertise in rock and
soil tunnels. Quantitative
risk management
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Purpose of Independent Risk Assessment
Comprehensive Comparison
of the subsurface portions of the
Twin‐Bore and Single‐Bore
Tunneling Options
for the BSV Phase II Project
as a result of an Integrated
Schedule & Cost Risk Analysis

September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017
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Risk Assessment Process
Qualitative Risk Assessment
Workshop

Identify Risks / Uncertainties

Most likely

Develop Quantitative Model

Quantify effects on
cost and schedule
Min.

Max.

Numerical simulation to
aggregate impacts
Simulation and
Reporting with
Results:
Risk based integrated schedule and cost
analysis as
probabilistic distributions
September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017
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Scope of Task
• Review of Project Information
• Twin‐Bore (TB) Option 65% Design
• Single‐Bore (SB) Option 20% Design
• Interviews with Subject Matter Expert’s & Peer Agencies
• Assess Base Costs and Schedule ‐ Both‐ Options
• Develop Initial Seed Risk Registers ‐ Both Options
• Organize and facilitate 2 Day Risk Assessment Workshops
• Preliminary assessment & quantitative analysis
• Working Session/Presentation of Preliminary Results to VTA & BART
• Integrate comments & submit WORKING DRAFT Report
• Q/A, finalize & submit Final DRAFT Report
• Present Final Results to VTA Board
September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017
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Items Common to Both Options NOT
Considered in Comparative Analysis
• Sunk Costs
• Trackwork
• Systems
• BART Vehicles
• Newhall Yard & Shops
• Santa Clara Station (Surface)
• Architectural Finishes and
Fit‐out work for 3 Underground Stations
• All Supporting Engineering for above items
• O&M after first 30 years
September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017
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Background for Comparative Analysis

• Project specific information provided by
• VTA
• BART
• Twin‐Bore Team
• Single‐Bore Team
• Interviews with Key Stakeholders
• Team experience with
• Transit Tunneling
• Qualitative & Quantitative Risk Assessments
September
2017
August 31, 22,
2017
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Participants ‐ Consultants/Designers
Interviews & Workshops
Initial face‐to‐face Interviews (March 27th
to March 31th)
• VTA
• BART (Security, Emergency, Ventilation,
Operations, Traction Power, Structural)
• Consultants (HNTB, MM & WSP)
• City of San Jose/CPUC/Fire & Police
Departments
Workshops (May 9th to May 11th)
• VTA
• BART Consultants (HNTB, MM & WSP)
• City of San Jose
• Subject Matter Experts
Subject Matter Experts (April ‐ July)
• Other Transportation Agencies
• TBM Manufacturers
• Transit Tunnel Contractors
• Tunnel Designers
August
31, 2017
September
22, 2017

Organization

Number of
Participants

VTA

14

BART (Security, Emergency,
Ventilation, Operations,
Traction Power, Structural)

24

Consultants/Designers

20

Subject Matter Experts
(Owner Agencies, Tunnel
Designers, TBM
Manufacturers,
Contractors)

27

City of San Jose

5

CPUC

4

San Jose Fire Department

2
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Qualitative Risk Assessment – Risk Register
Identified Risks:
Twin‐Bore
•127 Total Risks
•64 Unique Risks

Single‐Bore
•121 Total Risks
•74 Unique Risks

September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017
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Qualitative => Quantitative Risk Assessment
Risk Matrix
OPPORTUNITY

Risk Level = Likelihood x (highest) Im pact

Low
May occur but not to be anticipated.
Probability: 5% - 25%
Very Low
Occurrence requires exceptional circumstances.
Exceptionally unlikely, even in the long term
future.
P b bilit
5%

H
-15

M
-10

H
-5

M
5

M
10

H
15

H
20

H
25

H
- 20

H
- 16

H
-12

M
-8

M
-4

M
4

M
8

H
12

H
16

H
20

H
-15

H
-12

M
-9

M
-6

L
-3

L
3

M
6

M
9

H
12

H
15

M
- 10

M
-8

M
-6

M
-4

L
-2

L
2

M
4

M
6

M
8

M
10

M
-5

M
-4

L
-3

L
-2

L
-1

L
1

L
2

L
3

M
4

M
5

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

1

2

3

4

5

Exceptional
Major
Over 12 months less project 6 to 12 months less project
time
time
Cost Reduction/Revenue
Increase > 100,000,000

Cost Reduction/Revenue
Increase 50,000,000 100.000.000

Im pact (Opportunities)
Moderate
3 to 6 months less project
time

Minor
1 to 3 months less project
time

Insignificant
< 1 month less project time

Cost Reduction/Revenue
Increase 10,000,000 50,000,000

Cost Reduction/Revenue
Increase 1,000,000 10,000,000

Cost Reduction/Revenue
Increase < 1,000,000

Insignificant
Additional project time
exceeded by < 1 month

Minor
Additional project time
exceeded by 1 to 3 months

Im pact (Threats)
Moderate
Additional project time
exceeded by 3 to 6 months

Additional Cost < 1,000,000

Additional Cost 1,000,000 10,000,000

Additional Cost 10,000,000 - Additional Cost 50,000,000 - Additional Cost >
50,000,000
100,000,000
100,000,000

September
2017
August 31, 22,
2017
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Major
Exceptional
Additional project time
Additional project time
exceeded by 6 to 12 months exceeded by >12 months

Time

Medium
May occur.
Probability: >25 - 50%

H
- 20

Cost

LIKELIHOOD

High
Will occur.
Probability: >50 - 75%

H
- 25

Semi
Quantitative

Very high
High certainty of occurence.
Probability: >75%

THREAT
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Integrated Schedule & Cost Risk Analysis

August 31, 2017
September
22, 2017
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So what is P80?
P80 is the model simulated result that only has an 20% probability of being exceeded.

Lower P numbers
model “Good” Projects

September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017

So, think of P80 as 80% of the
way towards the worst possible
outcome for each Option

BSVII ‐ CA IRA ‐ Presentation of Preliminary Results

P80
While Higher P numbers
model the “Bad” Projects

121

Project Development Phase Level of Uncertainty

Graphic courtesy of

June 29, 2017
September
22, 2017
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Two Categories of Risk
•Technical Risk – Where mitigation is
predominantly under the project team’s control
and achievable through design and project
management.
•Risk contingency budget can be reduced when
successfully mitigated.
•Financial Risk – Where mitigation is largely
beyond the project team’s control.
•Budget funds must be allocated for mitigation.

June 29, 2017
September
22, 2017
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Quantitative Risk Analysis – Twin-Bore - Cost
Top 10 Construction Risks
Twin‐Bore Top Ten Construction Cost Risks
According to P80 Results
#

Risk Description

1

Market risk

2

Unidentified construction risks

3
4
5

Technical
Mitigation/
Opportunity
M

Delay cost from owner‐caused delay on tunnel
construction
Process requires greater than anticipated work to
update design in order to achieve code compliance
(including BART Facility Standards)
Changes have been made to baseline tunnel alignment,
in plan and profile. Additional borings are necessary.

M
M
M
M

6

Impacts to neighborhoods due to construction
methodology

7

Additional Construction Management costs resulting
from owner‐caused delays

M

8

Additional VTA & BART Management costs resulting
from owner‐caused delays

M

9

Delay cost from owner‐caused delay on underground
station construction

M

10

Additional Program Management costs resulting from
owner‐caused delays

M

August
31, 2017
September
22, 2017

Financial
Mitigation/
Opportunity

M
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Quantitative Risk Analysis – Single-Bore - Cost
Top 10 Construction Risks
Single‐Bore Top Ten Construction Cost Risks
According to P80 Results
#

Risk Description

1

Unidentified construction risks

2

Market risk

3
4
5
6
7

Technical
Mitigation/
Opportunity

M
M

Delay cost from owner‐caused delay on tunnel
construction
Additional Program Management costs resulting
from owner‐caused delays
Additional Construction Management costs
resulting from owner‐caused delays
Additional Final Design costs resulting from owner‐
caused delays
Additional VTA & BART management costs resulting
from owner‐caused delays

M
M
M
M
M

8

BART requires additional training for O&M Staff to
facilitate work in new single‐bore facilities

M

9

Impacts to neighborhoods due to construction

M

10

Additional Program Management costs resulting
from owner‐caused delays

M

September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017

Financial
Mitigation/
Opportunity
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Quantitative Risk Analysis – Twin-Bore - Schedule
Top 10 Construction Risks
Twin‐Bore Top Ten Construction Schedule Risks
According to P80 Results
#

Risk Description

1

Process requires greater than anticipated work to update design
in order to achieve code compliance (including BART Facility
Standards).

2
3

Redesign of ventilation system required due to need to conform
with instantaneous fire evacuation.
Impacts to Downtown San Jose neighborhood due to
construction.

Technical
Mitigation/
Opportunity

Financial
Mitigation/
Opportunity
M

M
M

4

Impacts to Diridon neighborhood due to construction.

M

5

Impacts to Alum Rock neighborhood due to construction.

M

6
7
8

Above‐ground cross‐passage ground treatment more than
anticipated in base.
Cut‐and‐cover station construction unearths unexpected
archeological artifacts at Downtown San Jose site.
Cut‐and‐cover station construction unearths unexpected
archeological artifacts at Alum Rock site.

M
M
M

9

Changes are made to baseline tunnel alignment, in plan and
profile. Additional borings are necessary.

M

10

TBM Drives from Diridon to Downtown San Jose hit unpredicted
man‐made wells during excavation which stops progress of
Tunnel Boring Machine.

M

August
31, 2017
September
22, 2017
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Quantitative Risk Analysis – Single-Bore - Schedule
Top 10 Construction Risks
Single‐Bore Top Ten Construction Schedule Risks
According to P80 Results
#

1
2

Risk Description
The current BART system is a twin‐bore versus the proposed
VTA single bore (resulting in Higher standard of "proof of
design" required for single bore solution).
Redesign of ventilation system required due to need to
conform with instantaneous fire evacuation.

3

Impacts to neighborhoods due to construction methodology.

4

Opportunity to save schedule by starting trackwork before
the end of heavy civil construction.

5
6
7
8
9
10

Opportunity to save Schedule by eliminating mid‐point
ventilation shafts by using duct work within the larger tunnel.
Tunnel Boring Machine Drive from Downtown San Jose to Alum
Rock encounters different ground conditions from those
assumed during Preliminary Engineering.
Impacts to Diridon neighborhood businesses due to
construction.
Impacts to Alum Rock neighborhood businesses due to
construction.
Impacts to Downtown San Jose neighborhood businesses due
to construction.

Technical
Mitigation/
Opportunity
M
M
M

O
O
M
M
M
M

Cut‐and‐cover station construction unearths unexpected
archeological artifacts at Downtown San Jose site.

August 31, 2017

September 22, 2017

Financial
Mitigation/
Opportunity
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Results of Comparison –
Other Aspects to be Considered
Twin‐Bore

Single‐Bore

Design well developed leading to reduced unknown risks

Design conceptual in nature leading to much higher level of
unknown risks

Higher number of Utility Relocations due to Station boxes being
located in the street ROW's

Reduced Utility Relocations based on reduced ROW excavation
work and station footprints

Major Street closure Impacts (~ 2 year process)

Greatly Reduced Street Closure Impacts

Greater risk of hitting man‐made subsurface obstructions
(shallower)

Lower risk of TBM hitting wells, piles and other manmade
obstructions

Significant interruption to VTA light rail service

No interruption to VTA light rail service

More proven technology (much greater number of TBM's this
size/made over much longer period)

Newer Technology (TBM's this size first developed circa 1994)

Shallower stations shorter Vertical Circulation for patrons

Deeper stations lengthens Vertical Circulation for patrons

September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017
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Results of Comparison –
(Subsurface) Construction Base Cost ($2016)

• Based on Designer’s Estimates
• Deterministic
• Reviewed and Assessed to Compare Equivalent Scope
of Work
• Adjusted to December $2016 Dollars

September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017
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P80 Results of Comparison: Base + Uncertainty
12%
10%
Relative Frequency

Delta P80 $ 87.5 M

Construction Base Cost SB
Construction Base Cost TB
Construction Base Cost TB

8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
2,000

2,050

2,100

2,150

2,200

2,250
2,300
2,350
Cost in $ Million

2,400

2,450

2,500

2,550

2,600

Subsurface Construction Base + Uncertainty Costs
September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017
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P80 Results of Comparison: Risk Costs
12%

Delta P80 $ 518 M

Relative Frequency

10%
8%

Construction Risk Cost SB
Construction Risk Cost TB
Construction Risk Cost TB

6%
4%
2%
0%
0

150

300

450

600

750

900

1,050 1,200 1,350 1,500 1,650 1,800 1,950 2,100 2,250 2,400
Cost in $ Million

Subsurface Construction Potential Risk Costs
September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017
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P80 Results of Comparison: Schedule Risks

12%

Delta P80 293 days

Relative frequency

10%

TB Completion Date Heavy Civil
TB Completion Date Heavy Civil
SB Completion Date Heavy Civil

8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

Completion Date

Completion Date Subsurface Construction
September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017
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P80 Results of Comparison
Twin Bore vs. Single Bore Snapshot Comparison
P80 Results Compared
COST

Twin
Bore

Lower Base Cost
Lower Base + Uncertainty Cost
Lower Potential Risk Cost

Delta

√

‐3.5%

√
√

‐3.6%
‐39.9%

√

First to Revenue Service
Lower O&M Cost (1st 30 Years ‐ No Escalation)

Single
Bore

‐8.2%

√

‐2.8%
Delta

SCHEDULE

√

First to Start of Construction
Shortest Heavy Civil Construction Duration (Tunnels & Shafts)
First to Heavy Civil Completion (Ready for Trackwork)

September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017
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√
√

‐540

calendar days

‐247

calendar days

‐293

calendar days
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P80 Results of Comparison

Base Cost

Total Potential Risk
Cost

Schedule

Twin‐Bore
(TB)

Single‐Bore
(SB)

Delta
(SB‐TB)

Based on Designers’ Estimates

$ 2,140 m

$ 2,070 m

$ ‐ 70 m

Based on Designers’ Estimates
Includes variability in Price/Quantities

$ 2,340 m

$ 2,420 m

$ 80 m

Based on Risk Workshops & Aldea’s
Analysis Including Unknown Risks

$ 780 m

$ 1, 300 m

$ 521 m

Heavy Civil Construction Completion Date

July 2027

Sep 2026

‐293 d

Heavy Civil Construction Start Date

May 2021

Nov 2019

‐540 d

2241 d

2488 d

247 d

Heavy Civil Duration

September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017
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Summary of Findings

•Base Cost is similar for both alternatives
•Uncertainties included based on level of design
•Assumed Design‐Bid‐Build for TB, Design‐Build for SB
•Start of construction faster for Single‐Bore
•Construction period shorter for Twin‐Bore
•Construction completed faster with Single‐Bore

September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017
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Questions?

BSV Phase II Tunneling Methodology
Independent Risk Assessment
Questions?

September
22, 2017
August
31, 2017
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Tunneling Methodology
Comparative Analysis
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Comparative Analysis – Tunnel Constructability
Tunnel ‐ Constructability

Twin‐Bore

Single‐Bore

EPB or Slurry

EPB or Slurry

Design May Need Review

Compatible

Mined Cross Passages

Walled Passages

Cut‐and‐Cover in Street

Cut‐and‐Cover ½ Street

Utility Relocations

Severe

Limited

Traffic Impacts

Severe

Limited

Acceptable

Acceptable

Higher

Lower

Watertightness

Cross Passages

No Cross Passages

Transit Impacts

Significant – LRT and Bus

Bus at Mid‐Tunnel Vent

TBM Type
Geology
Construction Risk
Mid‐Tunnel Ventilation (2 ea.)

Soil Volume Losses
Cultural Resource Impacts

Superior Option:
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Comparative Analysis – Tunnel Safety & Security
Tunnel ‐ Safety and Security

Twin‐Bore

Single‐Bore

Non‐Incident Tunnel

Non‐Incident Tunnel

Ventilation – Running Track

Separate Tunnels

Separate Trackways

Ventilation – Crossover

Ventilation Zone

Ventilation Zone

Ventilation – Transitions

N/A

Safety Corridor

Via Cross Passages

Via Sliding Doors

Cross Passages at Same Elevation

33

51

Cross Passages with Stairs

0

25

Cross Passages Total

33

76

Design May Need Review

Provided

Familiar/Consistent

Unfamiliar

Point of Safety

Egress

Durability (Recent Requirements)
Passenger Familiarity
Superior Option:
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Comparative Analysis – Tunnel Operations
Tunnel ‐ Operations

Twin‐Bore

Single‐Bore

Separate Bored Tunnels

Separate Trackways

Running Track Side‐by‐Side

Yes

Yes

Running Track Stacked

N/A

Yes

Crossover

Adjacent to Station

Adjacent to Transition

Transitions

N/A

Slopes

Not Possible

Possible

‐

8 to 16+ Seconds Faster

Not Possible

Possible

Limited Adjustment

Available Adjustment

Train Rooms

Pocket Tracks
Running Time (AR to SC only)
Additional Crossover
Silver Creek Fault (Track)

Superior Option:
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Comparative Analysis – Tunnel Maintenance
Tunnel ‐ Maintenance

Twin‐Bore

Single‐Bore

Conventional

Conventional

Zoned

Zoned

Mid‐Tunnel ‐ Ducts

Mid‐Tunnel ‐ Ducts

Mid‐Tunnel

Mid‐Tunnel

Minimal

Some Maintenance

Groundwater Intrusion

Moderate to Heavy

Low to Moderate

Groundwater Extraction

Pump Up to 70 Feet

Pump Up to 90 Feet

Maintenance Worker Familiarity

Familiar

Unfamiliar = Training

Maintenance Worker Access

Limited

Better

Track and Systems
Ventilation Type
Ventilation Facilities
Ventilation Equipment
Enclosed Spaces

Superior Option:
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Comparative Analysis – Stations Constructability
Stations – Constructability

Twin‐Bore

Single‐Bore

Alum Rock/28th Street

Off‐Street Cut and Cover

Off‐Street Cut‐and‐Cover

Downtown San Jose

In‐Street Cut‐and‐Cover

Off‐Street Cut‐and‐Cover

Diridon

Off‐Street Cut‐and‐Cover

Off‐Street Cut‐and‐Cover

Utility Relocation

Severe

Limited

Traffic Impacts (Downtown)

Severe

Limited

Traffic Impacts (Crossover)

Severe

None

Transit Impact (Downtown)

Severe

Limited

Transit Center

Transit Center

Limited

Limited

Transit Impact (Diridon)
Cultural/Historic Resource Impact

Superior Option:
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Comparative Analysis – Stations Safety & Security
Stations ‐ Safety & Security

Twin‐Bore

Single‐Bore

Design May Need Review

Provided

Concourse

Concourse

Egress Path

Must go to Upper Level

At Platform Level

Egress Queuing

Platform Stair/Esc./Elev.

Within Point of Safety

Open Escalator/Stair

Design May Need Review

No. Fully Enclosed

Free Concourse Area

Design May Need Review

None

Ventilation
Point of Safety

Superior Option:
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Comparative Analysis – Stations Passenger Experience
Stations – Passenger Experience

Twin‐Bore

Single‐Bore

55 ft.

66 ft. & 85 ft.

Elevators Provided

Elevators Provided

No

Yes

Elevators

Two Trips to Platform

One Trip to Platform

Escalators (if Used)

Two Trips to Platform

Multiple/Longer Trips

All Elevator Access

Not Possible

Possible

Widths Limited (DT)

Longer/Wider

Familiar

Unique

Yes

No

Station Depth to Platform
Accessibility (ADA)
Spaciousness (Light and Volume)
Vertical Circulation

Stairs
Passenger Familiarity
Access from Both Sides (DT)
Superior Option:
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Comparative Analysis – Stations Operations
Stations – Station Operations

Twin‐Bore

Single‐Bore

9 ft.‐3 in. (28 ft. Total)

15 ft. ‐ 6 in. Each.

Platform – Unobstructed Area

18,100 sq. ft.

21,700 sq. ft.

Platform – Obstructed Area

1,500 sq. ft.

+ Adits

Platform Total Area

19,600 sq. ft.

21,700 sq. ft.

Design May Need Review

Enlarged Concourse

12 Downtown

22 Downtown*

Platform – Unobstructed Width

Diridon Platform Capacity ‐ Surge
Vertical Circulation (Escalators)
Accessibility (ADA)

Dependent on 2 Elevators Dependent on 1 Elevator

Station Agents

Design May Need Review

2

Ticketing (Fare evasion.)

Design May Need Review

Egress to Free Zone

Platform Doors (If used.)
* Potential high speed elevator service.

N/A

Door Marks/Interlock

Superior Option:
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Comparative Analysis – Stations Maintenance
Stations ‐ Maintenance

Twin‐Bore

Single‐Bore

Vertical Circulation Elements

Conventional

Multiple/Longer

Ventilation

Conventional

Similar

Facilities (Interiors)

Conventional

Building Volume

Facilities (Exteriors)

Head Houses (TBD)

Enclosed Structures

N/A

Station‐Adit‐Tunnel

Groundwater Intrusion (Station)

Multiple Exposures

Limited

Groundwater Extraction

Pump Up to 70 Feet

Pump Up to 90 Feet

High Speed Elevator (If Used)

Not Possible

Unusual/Redundant

Platform Edge Doors (If Used)

New System ‐ TBD

New System

Familiar

Unfamiliar = Training

Groundwater Intrusion (Adits)

Maintenance Worker Familiarity
Superior Option:
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Comparative Analysis – Economic Impacts/Effects
Economic Impacts/Effects

Twin‐Bore

Single‐Bore

Severe Traffic/Disruption

Limited Disruption

Benefit ‐ Transit Resource

Yes

Yes

Benefit ‐ Transit Integration

Yes

Yes

Benefit ‐ Joint Development

Limited

Significant

Detriments

Superior Option:
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Comparative Analysis – Cost/Schedule
Cost/Schedule

Twin‐Bore

Single‐Bore

Capitol Cost – Base

$ 2,140 m

$ 2,070 m

Capitol Cost – Adjusted for
Variability in Price & Quantity

$ 2,340 m

$ 2,420 m

$ 780 m

$ 1,300 m

Operations & Maintenance Cost

$ 58.67 m / annum

$ 60.33 m / annum

Schedule Duration (Heavy Civil)

3,567 Days

3,274 Days

Potential Risk Cost

Superior Option:
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Comparative Analysis Summary
Tunnel

Consideration

Twin‐Bore

Constructability



Safety and Security



Operations



Maintenance

=

Passenger Experience
Stations

=


Constructability
=

=

Safety & Security



Operations



Maintenance

=

Capitol Costs

=


Economic Impacts/Effects
Cost/
Schedule

Single‐Bore

=

=


Schedule
Operations and Maintenance Costs
Superior Option:

=

=
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Questions?
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Summary of
Recommendations
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Draft Recommendations for Project
Description for Final SEIS/SEIR
Downtown
San Jose
Station

Diridon
Station

Tunneling
Methodology

East Option
West Option

South Option
North Option

Twin‐Bore
Single‐Bore
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Alum Rock/28th Street Station
Draft Conceptual Exhibit

Recommended Tunnel Option: Single‐Bore

Single‐Bore

CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREA

UNDERGROUND STATION, SYSTEM FACILITIES,
STATION CONCOURSE

CUT‐AND‐COVER CONSTRUCTION AREA

SYSTEM FACILITIES (ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND)

STATION ENTRANCE OPTIONS

153
PARKING/PUBLIC FACILITY/
VTA’S TRANSIT‐ORIENTED JOINT DEVELOPMENT 153

Downtown San Jose Station
Draft Conceptual Exhibit

Recommended Station Option: West
Recommended Tunnel Option: Single‐Bore

Single‐Bore

CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREA

UNDERGROUND STATION, SYSTEM FACILITIES,
STATION CONCOURSE

CUT‐AND‐COVER CONSTRUCTION AREA

SYSTEM FACILITIES (ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND)

STATION ENTRANCE OPTIONS

PUBLIC FACILITY/
VTA’S TRANSIT‐ORIENTED JOINT DEVELOPMENT 154

Diridon Station
Draft Conceptual Exhibit

Recommended Station Option: North
Recommended Tunnel Option: Single‐Bore

Single‐Bore

CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREA

UNDERGROUND STATION, SYSTEM FACILITIES,
STATION CONCOURSE

CUT‐AND‐COVER CONSTRUCTION AREA

SYSTEM FACILITIES (ABOVE AND BELOW GROUND)

STATION ENTRANCE OPTIONS

PUBLIC FACILITY/
VTA’S TRANSIT‐ORIENTED JOINT DEVELOPMENT 155

Santa Clara Station
Draft Conceptual Exhibit

CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREA

SYSTEM FACILITIES

STATION ENTRANCE OPTIONS

STATION, SYSTEM FACILITIES

PARKING/PUBLIC FACILITY/
VTA’S TRANSIT‐ORIENTED JOINT DEVELOPMENT

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE AND STORAGE
FACILITY/ TAIL TRACKS
156

Recommended Phase II Extension Project
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VTA’s BART Phase II ‐ Project Schedule
Activity

Schedule

VTA Board Workshop – Project Overview, Environmental August 25, 2017
Process & Steps to Tunnel Methodology Decision
San Jose City Council

September 19, 2017

VTA Board Workshop – Draft Recommended Project
Description for Final SEIS/SEIR (Station Location
Options & Tunnel Methodology Options)

September 22, 2017

Joint BART/VTA Board Meeting

September 28, 2017

VTA Board Meeting – Select Final Project
Description

October 5, 2017

VTA Board Meeting – Certify Final SEIR/Approve Project January 4, 2018
BART Board Action on Final SEIR

January 2018

Record of Decision Anticipated to be Signed by FTA

March 2018

New Starts Project Development Phase Complete

March 2018
158

Questions?
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